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Mr. Bond said that, notwithstanding a se- , Mr. Bond said he hoped the House would control of these “ arbiters of human fate,”
ries of years had elapsed, and Mr. Benton and ! pardon him for reading from this report these and will not suffer them “ to change posi that Isaac Hill, the present Governor of his
own State, was the editor and publisher of a
his friends had full power, the ""
People
’ had i passages,
_ . which
’i so happily illustrate the tion, and take post on the side of the Peo newspaper called ‘ the New Hampshire Pat
PUBLISHED KVKRY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
looked
in
vain
for
a
superstructure
on
this
growth
and
power
of
patronage.
They
were
ple
!
”
J AMES K. REMiCH.
riot,’ and that the discontinuance of the pub
“ foundation of a system” of reform which referred to for the purpose of sustaining the Retrenchment Committee of House of Represent lication of the laws in that paper was so out
Officeon the Vlain^treei,-opposite the Meeting-House.
this famous report proposed to have laid. allegation which he had made, that the pres
atives, and their report.
rageous a persecution for opinion’s sake, that
That same committee, too, assert and claim ent dominant party professed to entertain se • Mr. Bond said he would next point the at it may almost be said to have given him bis
Two dollars per annmn, if paid wiihiu ih« year.—
for
the
Senate
“
the
control
over
appointrious
fears
for
the
perpetuity
or
secùrity
of
tention of the gentlemen to what had passed subsequent political elevation and conse
Interest will be «charged on all subscript ions' which !
arv»
<<i
„
i,
ui
t. . ,. * * .,
VV. office,’U4..IU
UJClt
remain unpaid
the expiration of the year. 1Nn ments to
and OCIJ
say iiivjr
they “UCJ1CVU
believe that
our institutions and liberty, if this public pat in this House on the subject of retrenchment quence ? The discontinuance of Isaac Hill
paper rfiscoutinued, except at the option of lite pub they will be acting in the spirit of the Consti ronage was not checked or restrained by and reform ; and he regretted to find such
as printer of the laws was occasioned, too, by
lisher ,* until all arrearages are paid.
tution in laboring to multiply the guards and some statutory rethedies, which they submit marvellous discrepancy between the ‘ sayings his publishing a libel qn the lady of the Pres
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for strenghtert the barriers against the possible
ted for consideration, and promised to adopt, and doings’ of ‘ the party’ on that subject. ident, without the least semblance of truth,
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
abuse of power.” This is necessary, they at some convenient season, ifplaced in power. The journals of the House show that in Feb and so grossly indecent that Mr. Randolph,
charged for its insertion.
say, where laws “ are executed by civil and Well? sir, they succeeded, and got the admin ruary, 1828, a select committee was appoint though a zealous opposer of Mr. Adams,
military officers!, by armies and navies, by istration of our Government into their own ed to consider and report on this whole mat said it ought not even to be read on this floor.
SPEECH OF MR. BOND, OF OHIO,
courts of justice and by the collection and hands : and what has the country realized ?
Upon the resolution to correct the abuses, in the. disbursement of revenue, with ah its train of Why, the number of custom-house officers at ter: the gentlemen appointed were Mr. Ham The occasion, however, was seized, to bring
ilton, Mr. Ingham, Mr. Rives, Mr. Wickliffe, the subject of public printing under discussion
Public Expenditures, and to separate, the salaries, jobs, and contracts ; and where, in New York has grown from 174 to 414 ! and
Government from the Press.
Delivered in this aspect of the reality, we behold the their compensation is increased from $119,- Mr. Carnbreleng, Mr. Sergeant, and Mr. Ev in this House, and Mr. Saunders, of N. Car
erett, all friends of General Jackson save the olina, introduced a resolution calling upon
the House of Representatives, April, 1838.
working of patronage, and discover the rea 620 39 to $409,669^ 32 ! But, besides their two last. They were charged to inquire in the Secietary of State to report what changes
Retrenchment and Reform.
son why so many stand ready, in any coun stated compensation, it appears that in the to the whole machinery of the Government, had been made in the newspapers printing
Mr. BOND said he rejoiced that the atten try and in all ages, to flock to the standard of year 1836 the various subordinate officers of with a view to reduce its expenses and pat
the laws, together with his reasons tor such
tion of the House and of the country was power, wheresoever and by whomsoever the New York custom-house were allowed ronage, and to correct all abuses. They en
changes. A long and spirited debate follow
again invited to the subject of retrenchment it may be raised.” The number of office among them upwards of $53,000 ! And the gaged in and devoted themselves to this task :
ed ; and as gentlemen seetned to have such
and reform. He was aware that these terms holders is spoken of as large and still rapidly Collector at Philadelphia, during the same their report, I mean the report of the four aimperfect recollection of the events of that
had become somewhat hackneyed, and he al increasing, and the report proceeds : “ Each year, received, beyond his salary, upwards of vowed reformers, professed to the country
day, same little reference may perhaps be use
most feared that their frequent repetition here person employed will have a circle of greater $3,000 ; the same officer in Boston upwards that the public expenditures at home and afully made to what was said in that debate.
had rendered them trite and unmeaning. They or less diameter, of which he is the centre of $2,300 ; and many others very considera broad were unnecessarily great ; that every
It will be observed that the resolution of Mr.
had been used, as was well known, with great and soul—a circle composed of friends and ble sums, which 1 will not take time to speci thing was done on too grand a scale ; that Saunders, and those who supported it, re
effect, to put down one Administration and relations, and of individuals employed by fyeach department had too many clerks and quired reasons to be given for a removal
elevate another. That end being attained, himself on public or on private account.” By
Tory practice vesus profession.
spent too much money ; that this was also the from office. Since they came into power,
they seemed to have performed their office, way of illustrating the great number of office
We thus realize the inordinate and danger case in Congress, whose sessions were need however, that doctrine had been denied and
so far at least as the party now in power are holders and their combined power; Mr. Ben ous increase in this branch of patronage, fore lessly prolonged ; and, by way of correcting repudiated.
concerned. All must admit that we have ton then turns to the Blue Book of the Re told by the report. What has been done to the latter evil, they recommended that ‘ the
Printing Patronage.
had no practical retrenchment or reform.
public,” which he also calls “ a growing little limit and restrain this patronage? Where is compensation of members, during the first
Mr. Bond said he proposed to prove by
•volume,” and says it “ corresponds with the the statutory remedy, the bill which was re session of each Congress, be reduced to $2 this debate that the present Administration
Tory professions™. 1829.
Mr. B. said he wished gentlemen now in Red Book of monarchies.”
ported for that purpose ? Sir, it has had per day, from and after the first Monday in came into power declaring that the printing
power to admit that they had amused, if not
B/ae Book of 1828 and 1837.
quiet repose, and has never been heard of April, if Congress should sit beyond that day.’ patronage of the government was inordinate
deceived, the people of this country with a
Mr. Speaker, this Blue Book is indeed a since the success of “ the party.” The mo
Mr. Bond said he would not read the re and dangerous : that it ought to be restrained
mere “ fancy sketch.” If they would not “ growing little volume,” but it has grown ment power was obtained the admission port to the House, but he hoped this notice and regulated by law ; and. in fine, promising,
make this concession, then he called upon more rapidly in the nine years of this Gov made in the report, that the Senate had con of it might aid in recalling it to the public rec if elevated, to withdraw its exercise from the
them to specify any retrenchment or reform ernment, administered under the advice of trol over appointments, is denied in practice ; ollection, whereby it would be seen bow Executive hands. The mover of that resolu
which they had accomplished. But,
”, sir, if i Mr. Benton and his friends, than it did in and the right assm-md by ;hg committee, to much had been proposed and how little had tion (Mr. Saunders) said :
they fail in this, as I think they must, then 1 double that time, before.they came into pow call on the President for his reasons in case of been done. Here, too, it will be found, that
‘ I trust I shall not be accused of getting up
demand their reasons for not carrying out er. I present now, sir, for your inspection, a removal from office, is now scoffed at and in concert with their co-laborers in the Sen this call for purposes of effect, nor be told this ig
their great and salutary system ofreform, for the Blue Book for 1828, and that for the last contemned by Mr. Benton, Mr. Van Buren, ate, the House reformers describe most graph a small business. ’ ‘ He was not to be told that
which they stood solemnly pledged before year, 1837. It is plain that the last is nearly and the whole party who made or approved ically the extent and power of patronage, and the pecuniary amount involved in this matter was
the country,
or quite double the size of the former ; and if i that report! Mr. Van Buren was one of the for all their discovered abuses they suggest too small to influence the editors of this country?
I am unwilling to believe that the terms re the contents of the two are compared, the committee by whom that report was made ; remedies. But, Mr. Speaker, great as this ‘ The total sum thus distributed could not a»
trenchment and reform have lost their just number of office holders, their salaries and and yet he and his party openly violate and work was represented to be, the gentleman mount to less than between twenty and thirty
and virtuous sense.
The people of this compensation, the various divisions and sub disregard every principle it urged ! He now from New York (Mr. Carnbreleng) and his thousand dollars ’ ‘There were eighty two pa
pers employed in publishing the laws
‘ it was
country will determine whether the necessity divisions of every Department, it will be seen holds i he “ power” over the “ support” of these friends told the country in this report that not of expense that he complained, but of the
for such measures had passed away with the that, under this boasted system of retrench trained bands of office holders at New York they had made only a beginning, what in purpose by which it was controlled.’ ‘ It was
simnle elevation of certain men to power.
ment and reform, nothing has been curtailed, and throughout the country. “ He makes and hunter’s phrase is called a mere ‘ priming.’— thus calculated to operate, and did actually ope
You, Mr. Speaker, must be well aware that but, on the contrary a great increase in the unmakes them /’and “ his spirit will animate They then inform us that nothing more in rate, so far as it went, to control the freedom of
something more than this was promised. number of office holders, with increased sala their actions in all elections.” Almost the the way of reform could be done by them, the press, and to enlist, throughout the country,
You professed, sir. I mean the party with ries. To this, too, is to be added a most alarm- first
..... ............
..„ ......
..... appointment
........... ..... of until the People should drive from the cita that powerful instrument in behalf of the views
notice we
have.........
of the
which you act professed, to be moved by the ing addition in all the public expenditures of j Jesse Hoyt to the Collector’s office in New del of power those who then held it, and of the State Department. In this respect it was
purest and most sacred regard for the welfare the country, greatly exceeding in amount the York is the annunciation of his official pres- place it under the control of these zealous re much more effectual and much more dangerous
of the People. We find recorded here, and expenses of that Administration which was ! erice and activity in the charter election of formers. This was done. This specious re than the far famed alien and sedition laws.’
Mr. Saunders concluded by saying that it
in the Senate, a solemn pledge to carry into charged as wasteful ! And if this state of that city. We hear of him by day and by port, like its twin-sister mf the Senate, was
effect a systematic reform, if you should be things is not checked in time, we may yet re night, heading Ins cohort of 414 office hold trumpeted aloud by its friends, and at the was his ‘ intention to take this power from the
placed in power. This was done, sir, in alize that this Blue Book not only “ corres ers, with the 1,000 expeciants, and leading public expense, under the order of the State Department, and place it elsewhere?
March, 1829, and you have held undisturbed ponds with,” but has actually become, the them to the charge ! Mr. Van Buren told us House, many thousand copies of it were scat A member from Tennessee (Mr. Houston,)
possession ever since.
During that time, “ Red Book of a Monarchy,” in this our boast in the report, that “ the action of such a body tered throughout the country. The People afterwards Governor of that State and now
now going on ten years, what part of your ed republic !
of men, supposing them to be animated by read, and, honestly believing it, took the a- the President of Texas sustained Mr. Saun
ders’ resolution, and denied the right of tbs
pledge has been redeemed ?
one spirit, must be tremendous in an elec- larrn, and placed these reformers in power.
.Nero York Custom House Officers.
And now, Mr. Speaker, after your undis Secretary of State to change the publication
The case stated.
Mr. Benton, in his report, exhibits a list, ta- : tion
and that they would be so animated,
I desire to conduct this discussion fairly, ken from the Blue Book of 1825, of all the ! he said was “ a proposition too plain to need turbed possession for nine years, what has of the laws for opinion’s sake. He alleged
and with entire accuracy as to facts. I wish officers, with their salaries, at the Custom- I demonstration.” But, I suppose, he wishes been done ? Have you reduced any expen that the practice of that department had been
so to state them, too. that all may form a just House in the city of New-York.
The num- us to believe that in his hands all this power diture, corrected any abuse, or provided any to allow an individual who might be person
opinion in relation to the sincerity and good ber thus given is one hundred and seventy-■ and patronage will be harmless! The case restraint on the power of patronage ? No, ally opposed to the views and opinions of the
faith of those whose conduct may be brought i four, and the aggregate amount of their com- j of the New York Collector furnishes my an- sir, no. But, on the contrary, your party in Heads of the Department, if be was honest
He then
then exex- J ' swer
swer to
to this:
this: and,
and, if
if another
another illustration
illustration is
is power have made all public expenditures and capable as a public officer, to retain hia
under review.
pensation is stated $119,620 39. He
needed, I refer you, Mr. Speaker, to the ap- greater than before ; you have practised the place? He asked ‘ if changes had been made
Was it really true, Sir, that the expend!- I claims—
“ A formidable list, indeed ¡—formidable in ' pointment ofMr. Wolf to the Collector’s office very abuses of power of which you complain in order that the patronage of the Govern
tures of the Government were unnecessarily
large ? Had the President too much power, numbers and still more so from the vast amount!
Philadelphia. That gentleman, you know, ed, and have not provided any restraint on ment may flow in a particular channel ?—
and was there a necessity for restraining it ? of money in their hands. The action of such a i sir, after holding the honorable place of Gov- Executive patronage ! We have thus a prac Such a course would gag the free expression
Was the patronage of the Government so body of men, supposing them to be animated by ernor of Pennsylvania, proudly called the tical illustration of the abuse of the identical of opinion? He said—
‘ Patronage is not a thing local and circum
enormous as to require checks to be placed one spirit, must be tremendous in an election ; ! Keystone State, was seduced here for a pal- power of which your friends, when sound
We heard recently, that he ing the alarm, gave only a theoretic descrip scribed. It seeks every little ramification into
on it? Was this patronage used for political and that they will be so animated is a proposi- ; lry clerkship.
which it can by any possibility insinuate itself.
ends, especially the patronage of the press? lion too plain to need demonstration. Poorer i was rf¡ssi)tisfied in the contrast between the tion.
over a man .sopporl has ahvajs been held and
|a|.e .
)li|n a,|(1 (hal
id(.d
his p0.. “ The Spoils belong to the Victors'" again avow It is like the progress of a cancer in the human
Was it true that the freedom of the press and admitted to be power over his wi 1.
body
; it seizes on every vein and artery, one af
1 he i resi- j !■ . ,° • i / «,1
n/l i , 1 .
,
ed.
Muhlenberg.)
Governor
the security of our liberty demanded that the dent has ‘ power’ over the ‘ support’ of all these ‘j’’™! .r,val’
ter another, nor stops its progress till the sufferer
Mr.
B.
said
the
resolution
now
under
printing patronage should be withdrawn from officers, and they again have power over the I Wolf, it was said, had resolved to withdraw,
sinks, and then the knife is too late applied?
the several Departments, and the State De support of debtor merchants to the amount often J ant* f3lve some indication of hostility to the consideration still looked to reform, and es
Next came Mr. Hamilton, of South Caroli
pecially
to
the
correction
of
the
abuse
of
millions of dollars per annum, and over the daily | President.
At this juncture the power of
partment in particular ?
na, the chairman of that retrenchment com
All these inquiries are suggested by the support of an immense number of individuals, : patronage is invoked—the Collector at Phila- power in regard to the public printing. The mittee to which 1 have already alluded. That
declarations and avowals of the present dom professional, mechanical, and day-laboring, to j delphia is made to take the clerkship at gentleman who offers it, (Mr. Hopkins) though gentleman said—
acting with the administration generally, is
inant party when they sought for elevation. whom they can and will extend or deny a valua- Washington, and Governor Wolf’s opposi
‘ These eighty-two presses would beput on tha
not blind to the abuses which may be com
But lest gentlemen may have forgotten the te private as well as public patronage, according ! tjon js quieted in the Collector’s office, thus
milted. He is still demanding reform from diet of a wholesome regimen, and in the course
precise charges made against Mr. Adams’ to the part they shall, act in State as well as i vacated. In an instant a new allegiance is
sworn, and Governor Wolf initiates himself principle, and is not satisfied that abuses have of a salutary discipline. The sturdy and inde
Administration, 1 beg leave to read from cer in r ederal elections.
pendent would be turned out to be fed on such
And
to
all
this,
the
report
still
adds
the
Na1
jn his new office, by beading a call for a po- been corrected by a simple change of men. offals as they might be able to pick up, until tha
tain documents of this House and of the Sen
I am surprised, Mr. Speaker, to find this reson.
.........
val
and
Military
Establishment,
the
Judicia'
Ijtical
meeting
in
the
city
of
his.official
duate. in which these griefs and complaints.
whole pack should open in full and harmonious
with the promised reforms, are duly recorded ! ry» ^he Post Office, and presses, with what it' (¡es ! Who does not see the peculiar fitness luiion opposed by the administration. The cry, in one common note, from the sturdy mas
gentleman
from
New
Hampshire
(Mr.
Cush

tiff that howls at the door of the Treasury, to the
Mr. Boon's Report #1826, in U S Sr.notr. ’ S“1!8 the "
and unknowable list of „1 the suggestion before quoted from the reThe first, in point oftime, is a report made !J<>bbers and contractors ; and the still more | port of Mr. Van Buren and others of the se- man) resists it on the most extraordinary most starveling turnspit that barks on the farthest
grounds.
He
admits
abuses,
but
says
it
is
verge of our frontier?
to the Senate in 1826, by a select committee,! inscrutable list of expectants who are waiting |ect committee—“ The President wants rnj
(of which Mr. Benton was chairman.)-to for
s shoes and willing in the ro/e, and 1 want his patronage ; I will vote as impracticable to correct them, and therefore
Mr, Bond said he would not stop to inquire
which was referred a proposition to inquire meanwhile to do any thing that the hwg he wishes, and he will give me the office I wish useless to pass the resolution. Is it possible whether we did now realize, in the present
that
such
an
objection
can
be
openly
avowed
into the expediency of reducing the patron- men'vish.
Having thus glowingly desenb-l/or.official organ, the Globe, ‘ that sturdy mastiff
and sustained here ? The gentleman says it that howls at the door of the Treasury? Mr.
age of the Exectttive Government of the !
the state of patronage and the subservient
Retrenchment Committee of the Senate.
is
the
usage
of
party
to
dispose
of
this
patron

United States.” In this document Mr. Benthe °f- Mr. Speaker, I will now add a remark or two,
Hamilton continued—
age in its own way, and that he never heard
flee holders, Mr. Benton then says :
4 Is it necessary that the Executive should
and pass from this report. The committee any complaint against Mr. Adams’s Adminis
ton reports:
“ The power of patronage unless checked by who made it consisted of Mr. Benton, Mr.
have a government press, to be paid for by the
“ Thai after mature deliberation, the commit
tration
for
so
doing.
Here,
sir,
is
another
the
vigorous
interposition
of
Congress,
must
go
People
out of the public coffers, to sustain the
tee are of opinion that it is expedient to dimin
Macon, Mr. Van Buren, Mr. White, Mr.
ish or to regulate by law the Executive patronage on increasing, until Federal influence in many Findlay, Mr. Dickerson, Mr. Holmes, Mr. open avowal of the doctrine ‘ that the spoils measures of the Administration, whether right or
wrong ?’ 4 If? said he, ‘ a Secretary of State can
of the Federal Government, whenever the same parts of this Confederation will predominate in Hayne, and Mr. Richard M. Johnson, all at belong to the victors.’
[Mr. Cushman here explained, and obsev- so apply the patronage of the Government as to
can be done consistently with the provisions of elections as completely as British influence pre the time the zealous friends of General Jacked he had not said the spoils belong to the nourish to venal accord eighty two presses in our
the Constitution, and without impairing the dominates in the elections of Scotland and Ire
country to praise every thing the administration
proper efficiency of the Government. Acting land, in rotten borough towns, and in the great son, except, perhaps, Mr. Holmes. They victors.]
urged the impropriety of appointing mem
under this conviction, they have reviewed as naval stations of Portsmouth and Plymouth.”
Mr. Bond admitted that the gentleman had should do, and subject their proprietors to the
bers of Congress to office and the expediency
punishment of the loss of this patronage if they
carefully as time and other engagements would
We are also told by Mr. Benton that “ the of providing against it. From the moment not used those identical words, but this was dare to censure its measures, this forms distinct
permit them to do, the degree and amount of
the doctrine of the party with which he act ly a government press, which is more alarming
whole
of
this
great
power
will
centre
in
the
patronage now exercised by the President, and
they came into power their report and pro ed, and a distinguished member of that party,
to the liberties of the people than the organiza
have arrived at the conclusion that the same President,” and the report then warns the fessions are forgotten, and in four years they
now the Governor of New York, (Mr. Mar
country
in
these
impressive
terms
:
may and ought to be diminished by law.”
appointed more members of Congress to of cy,) had, when a member of the Senate of the tion of th® whole of Gen. Brown’s army of six
thousand men, formed into a guard of the palace.
“ The King of England is the ‘ fountain of fice than had been done in all the previous his
For this purpose that committee then re
United States, openly used those terms, and If82 presses can be made to speak as it were in
ported six bills ; one of them proposed to honor the President of the United States is the tory of the Government. They also told the justified this usage of party. The friends of one voice that all the government does is excel
regulate the publication of the laws and of source of patronage. He presides over the entire country, in that report, that the press, the the Administration uniformly practised under lent, and all those who .are opposed to them say
public advertisements ; another had this im system of Federal appointments, jobs, and con post office, the armed force, and the appoint this precept, whatever may be their theory. it is false and factious, this constant combined
tracts; he has » power’ over the ‘ support' of the
posing title—“ a bill to secure in office the individuals who administer the system. He ing power, were the most dangerous portions I do not wish to do the gentleman from New and concerted language will soon have a tenden
faithful collectors and disbursers of the rev makes and unmakes them. He chooses front the of the Federal Executive patronage. And Hampshire any injustice, and will read from cy to make those who hear little else believe all
enue, and to displace defaulters.” But, be circle of his friends and supporters, and maydis they professed to have found a remedy for his remarks as published, and he will then this is true?
Mr. Bond hoped the House would pardon
sides its alluring title, that bill also contained miss them, and, upon all the principles of human these dangers in certain bills which they sub have an opportunity of correcting them, if er
the following provision :
They there tell us, too, that all this roneously printed. The gentleman is report him for this long extract. Mr. Hamilton,
action, will dismiss them, as often as they disap mitted.
from whose speech it is taken, was at the time
“ That in all nominations made by the Presi point his expectations. His spirit will animate power is in the hands of the President, and ed as having said:
a friend of Gen. Jackson, and zealously en
dent to the Senate to fill vacancies occasioned by their actions in all the elections to State and that he is not in the hands of the People. In
“
It
was
well
known,
that
since
the
establish

gaged in elevating him to power. In thus
the exercise of the President’s power to remove, Federal offices. There may be exceptions, but deed, they say, “ the President may, and, in
from office, the fact of the removal shall be stat the truth of a general rule is proved by the ex the current of human affairs, will be against ment of the Government, the dominant party, describing the Government patronage over
which
ever
it
might
be,
had
invariably
employed
ed to the Senate at the same time the nomina ception. The intended check and control of the the People,” and the conclusion of the whole
the press, that gentleman said he was merely
tion is made, with a statement of the reasons for Senate, without new constitutional or statutory is, “the safety of the People is the 4 supreme what has been called, if you please, partisan warning the country of dangers which might
printersand
partisan
editors.
But
why
should
provisions,
will
cease
to
operate.
Patronage
which such officer may have been removed.”
be realized, if no restraint was imposed on
will penetrate this body, subdue its capacity of law,’and to ensure that safety these arbiters they not do so ? So long as the opposition had
The other four bills also looked to the res- resistance, chain it to the car of power, and ena of human fate (the press, the post office, the the predominancy, they used to supply their own that patronage. General Jackson was elevat
. traint or reduction of the President’s power ble
the 1.President
rule as easily UIJU
and UJUV-ri
much luutu
more armed force, and the appointing power) must partisan printers, and no complaint was made ed, and Mr. Van Buren succeeded him, and
Uit? LUV
I C © a M J 1 V to
W AW.W
Instead of eighty-two
and patronage. It is unnecessary now to securely with than without the nominal check of change position, and take post on the side of about it; and why should any complaint arise is now in power.
presses thus employed by the Government,
read them. The report proceeds :
the Senate
“ We must look forward to the the People !” Mr. Speaker, we have found now ? He saw no reason for it.”
Here, then, I think, sir, a position is taken they have now considerably upwards of one
“ The committee do hot doubt but that there time when the nomination of the President can it true, indeed, that the President is not in the
are many other branches of Executive patron carry any man through the Senate, and his rec hands of the People, and that he will even and terms used in effect the same, and tend hundred, and the patronage is held and ex
age, in addition to those which are comprehend ommendation can carry any measure through the turn against them I Look, sir, at Mr. Van ing directly to the doctrine that the ‘ spoils ercised without any manner of check or res
ed in the provisions of these bills, which might two Houses of Congress ; when the principle of i Buren’s December message, and see the op belong to the victors.’ But can it be possi traint. In this, surely, the country was disap
be advantageously regulated hy law.
Far from public action will be open and avowed—the Pres- j probrium which he casts upon the People of ble that the gentleman thinks he is correct pointed.
thinking that they have exhausted the subject, ident wants my vote, and I want his patronage ; !
But you, also, Mr. Speaker, took part in
„.o will
«/.cv give me the ) Lis own State for daring to exercise their and sustained by the facts, when he says that
they believe that they have only opened it, and I will vote as he wishes, and he
What will this be but the . elective- -----------franchise contrary to his will! Not- no complaint was made against Mr. Adams’s that debate, and warned the country of the
that nothing more can be done at this time than office I wish for.
danger of this patronage, and the necessity Of
to lay the foundation of a system, to be follow - ( Government of one man ? and what is the Gov- | withstanding his professions, and the pledged Administratioji on account of the exercise of restraining it. I hope, sir, it will not be out
ernment of one man but a monarchy ?”
faith of his report, he violently retains the the printings patronage ? Has he forgotten
ad up and completed hereafterN
sd/VP MAINE PALLADIUM,

——

©f order to draw oil your remarks, in aid of plication. Let us direct otlr attention to the 1 with the term and amount before stated by the state, the noblemen bearing lhe regalia, and
JJj fij UP
IIS' S
my present purpose. The sentiments which ^official newspaper, the Globe, and see if Mr. I committee, let us take half of the $340,116 37 the bishops, when her Majesty repaired to
$170,058 18 her robing chamber. Her Majesty having
you expressed are perfectly just, and must j Houston has not most aptly described “its say
Deduct the amount stated by
been robed, advanced up the have into the
and »««mt
present ««m
state.»’*
command the approbation of all impartial ' rise, progress, «»u
_
71,830 51 choir, the choristers in the orchestra singing
We know, sir, that at the commencement the committee,
minds.
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
---- - ---- --------the anthem, “ 1 was glad when they said (into
1 have preferred, sir, sustaining the resolu of Gen. Jackson’s Administration, the official
Amount of increase every three------------------ me, we will go into the house of the Loffi.”
tion now under consideration by the argu newspaper was the United States Telegraph,
FOR GOVERNOR.
$98}227 67 When her Majesty took her seat in lhe chair
ments and illustrations of the friends of Gen published by Duff Green. Things went on years by the Reformers,
EBWARD
KEW.
I also find that, in six years ending on the before and below the throne, the spectacle
eral Jackson, rather than to attempt any new pretty smoothly for a while, and until, as was
said, some jealous rivalry sprung up between 30th day of September, 1837, the printing for was truly magnificent. Then followed the REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS FOR YORK
suggestions.
COUNTY.
of the United
You will remember, Mr. Speaker, that. the then Vice
» ivc President
A
- ------- States
- ------ Congress, (Senate and House,) and inclusiveof recognition, her Majesty’s first oblation, lhe
some friend of Mr. Clay, the then Secretary ' and the present President, Mr. Van Buren, certain land documents, books, and engrav- Litany, and the remainder of the service.—
NATHAN D. APPLETON, of Alfred.
J
us de- ■ The sermon was preached by the Bishop of
of State, intimated that the resolution of Mr. i who was then Secretary of State. It was ings, amounted to $7515,84 62. Let
SENATORS FOR YORK COÜNTY.
lhe amount reported by the committee London, from Chron. xxxiv. v. 31. The
Saunders savored somewhat of the Spanish ' said Green was suspected for cherishing a duct the
JAMES McARTHUR, of Lunington,
inquisition. At this your indignation was stronger partiality for the Vice-President than as paid for lhe same object in eight years by Archbishop ot Canterbury then administered
THOM A S CA R LE, of Hollis,
for the Secretary of State. But I do not pro the Administration which was condemned for 1 lhe oath, to a transcript of which her Majesty
aroused, and you exclaimed :
LOVE KE AY, of Berwick.
“ Inquisitorial, sir !
And has the time arriv- fess to be familiar with the causes of this its extravagance—that was $271,883 37. That affixed her royalI sign mannel ; after which
COUNTY TREASURER.
j™. Report said that the Telegraph : operation will show that the Reformers have the Archbishop annointed and consecrated
ed2 in thre country
when it is deemed inquisitor!- family jar.
c
_____ j .._
i’l,.., cul
...^.i .the
i... presentation
followed
al respectfully to ask a public officer, whois res- was not discontinued abruptly, as the official paid, in the legislative patronage ofthe press, her Majesty. 'Then
Elder ANDREW HOBSON, of Buxton.
_______ U.cnnnliintPii
’S lIlHII
ponsible to the People, whose representatives we |■organ,
but was gradually supplanted bv
by thp.
the $479,701 25 trim-o
more in six VPai
years
than 1I1R
the Whi«r
Whig of the spurs and sword : the investing of the
party paid in eight years ! !
royal robe, and the delivery of the orb; the
are, for the public reasons (not the private mo-! VJFlVkJV/j
Globe, CHIU.
and 1LO
its VLlilVl,
editor, J-Francis
P.- Blair,
x
7 brought
Mr. Bond’s Speech.—We invite attention
fives) ot his public conduct ?
Is it insulting to 1 here
liprp for that n
iirnose from Kentucky.
[ï’o be continued ]
investiture of the ring and the gloves, and the
purpose
Kentucky, Adernand of a public officer to explain and account mong the means resorted to for this purpose,
delivery of the sceptre and the rod with the to the very able speech of Mr. Bond, of Ohio,
for his conduct ?
Is the transatlantic doctrine, as complained of by the Telegraph, were or
dove.
delivered in the United States House of Rep
FO REIGN NEWS.
that “ the King can do no wrong,” to be intro ders or requests to various Postmasters
The Archbishop then placed the crown on resentatives, in April last, the publication ot
duced here ? Though we have no alien and se
her Majesty’s head, and the peers and peeres
LATER FROM ENGLAND.
dition lavtfs, are we to have what is tantamount throughout the country to furnish lists of its
William arrived. at New
ses put v/ll
on IUVIJ
their V-coronets,
their which we commence on our first page. It
* a.w Steam Ship Royal
£3 *
..................
.
.
«--v/«
W I VJ11 I , the
HIV bishops liH-il
to them? Are the public functionaries of the subscribers. The Globe was then sent to XT x»The
m L vwm
♦
m
zw> of ?Tuesday
I' ttncdn i* —
_ tihaving
’iii'Uin zie loft
will repay a careful perusal. It is nota mere
York
on
the
evening
left
1
caps,
and
the
kings-ol-arins
their
crowns,
them
claiming
to
have
the
special
confidence
Government to be wrapped up in the robes of of
r :____ ..I
4i._ E.L 'c I..!.. ei.„
___ 1
° . ..
.
....
fice, and to be held irresponsible to the People ofthe party. In this way it was initiated in Liver pool on the 5th of July.—She brings London The effect was magnificent in extreme. The appeal to the passions or prejudices of the
shouts which followed this part of the cere
or the People’s representatives ? And are all to favor among the subscribers of the Tele accounts to the 4th inst. and Havre to the 1st.
The London papers are all filled with accounts mony was really tumultuous. After this fol people, but a plain statement of facts,—not
those who have firmness and independence e-^ graph, and in due season the latter paper was
of
the
coronation
of
the
Queen,
which
took
place
nough fearlessly to inquire into the conduct of j whody abjured. I have no knowledge of all
lowed the anthem, “ The Queen shall rejoice declamation only, the bare assertions of a
public men, and the manner in which the public ;he measures
measures ta
ken u
hat at all hazards the on the 28th of June, and it appears to have been in thy strength, O Lord
at the conclusion heated partizan, but the exhibition of sober
taken
“ tthat
most
gorgeous
ceremony.
We
give
below
a
a
money is expended, to be denounced by the par-)
be sustained » and wid leave ¡t for othcondensed account ofthe proceedings on this oc of which the Archbishop presented her Maj truths, sustained by extracts from public doc
tasans and servile adherents of the House lhat ¡rs who know Francis P. Blair better than I casion.
esty with the Holy Bible, and then pronounc uments, by references to transactions with
W)
of
do to determine whether the Admimstradon,
Miss Landon, the poet (or poetess,) was married ed the benediction : and the choir sang the in the knowledge of every man who has at
pointing
the public
pointing the
public printer
printer is
is improperly
improperly lodged
lodged in furnishing an editor for the Globe, suc- June 7lh, to George Maclean, Esq., Governor of Te Deum. Then toliowed the ceremony of the tentively watched the progress of political einthronization, the Archbishop and Bishops
Where it is. It is, to say the least of it, subject to ceeded in getting a “ true and trusty fellow, a Cape Coast, /Xfrica.
Mr. John Van Buren, Governor Cass, and Col. and other peers lifting up her Majesty into the vents. It carries evidence of its truth upon
abuse, and may be improperly used for the pur fellow that will ‘ go the whole,’ who is troub
pose of muzzling and influencing the liberty of led with no principles on any subject, but Thorne were presented to the Queen al her levee, throne, where the peers did homage. The the face of it, and it is the duty of every voter,
who will support a certain interest ‘ through held June 20th, being lhe anniversary of her Maj solemnity of the coronation being thus ended,
the press.”
esty’s accession.
not only to give it a candid perusal, but to
That being the case, you proposed, sir, “ to thick and thin.’ ” This I know, that the ^Ad
The most important news by this arrival is the Queen went down from her throne to the bestow upon the facts which it exhibits the
ministration
fostered
and
cherished
the
Globe
remove this power of appointment from the
that Mehemet Ali. the Viceroy ot Egypt, has altar, made her second oblation, and returned
_
t,„...... _................
Department
of State,„_______
and vest „
it __________
somewhere with an immense amount of patronage, and informed officially, the Consuls of the European to her chair, The Archbishop then read the attention and reflection which their import
else, where it would be more safely and prop- ! in that way gave it strength and^ influence, powers of his intention to assert his independence, prayers for the whole estate of Christ’s Church ance demands.
erly exercised.” The country is aware, Mr. That paper was first published in 1831. The and at the same time expressing a hope that militant here on earth, &c. and the chorus,
Are the declarations made by Mr. Bond
Speaker, that you have continued to be a whole amount paid for printing by the Exec they will assist him in obtaining it, or rather not “ Hallelujah ! for the Lord God Omnipotent
member of this House ever since you made utive Departments in 1832 and 1833 was oppose it. Hostilities were expected to com reigneth,” having been sung, her Majesty pro true ? They surely are, if the documents pre
the remarks just quoted, now more than elev $113,346 21, of which $4,7245 42 were paid mence immediately in Camarnia, with the Turks. ceeded to the altar, accompanied hy the great pared hy the several Departments at Wash
Sultan of Turkey has long been preparing officers of state, when the Archbishop read
en years. Some expectation was cherished to the Globe, and the residue to various other forThe
ington and published by order of Congress,
this event—and has ready a large fleet and an
that you would, when in a majority here, printing establishments, editors, and publish army of 140,000,—40,000 of whom are equipped the final prayers. The whole coronation of can be relied upon,—for upon these does he
ers
throughout
the
United
States.
In
1834
fice
being
thus
performed
the
Queen
proceed-*
practise under these opinions, and remove
and disciplined in the European style, to chastise
this printing patronage “ from the Depart and 1835, the whole amount so paid was $83,- and depose the proud Pasha of Egypt. A furi ed, crowned, to King Edward’s Chapel, where mainly rely to prove that the practice of the par
966
50;
of
which
sum,
a
part,
say
$40,473
16,
she delivered the sceptre with the dove to the ty now in power, is entirely at variance with
ment of State and vest it somewhere else,
ous and sanguinary war may be expected.
Where it would be more safely and properly was paid to the Globe and the residue again
There was a rumor that the cholera had re-ap Archbishop, who laid it on the altar there. the professions of the same party before they
His Grace then placed the orb in the Queen’s
exercised.” I am sorry, sir, that this public divided as before. For the next two years, peared at Berlin,
obtained the control of the Government, and
expectation has been disappointed. I can ending with September, 1837, the several Ex- | On the 15th of June, an abortive attempt at left hand, and the procession returned in the
that the present and past administrations have
nnnfnm
jAnfirtmpntc
nnirl
nnt.
fhr
nrintinir.
thft
!
only account for it by supposing that your va ecutive departments paid out, for printing, the i revolution was made by the republican party- same state and order.
Her Majesty reached the palace at a quar been characterized by unparalleled extrava
rious political engagements and high public enormous sum of $142,804 68 I Of this, the I by the assassination of the Ministers of Stale.
ter to six o’clock, ami, as she desceiuleh fiom
station have withdrawn your attention from Globe received $24,381 27, and the balance On the 26th tranquillity was restored.
In Spain, Don Carlos had met with reverses. the carriage, the cheers which saluted her in gance,by the most wasteful expenditures of
this important subject. There is some con was divided and subdivided—the spoil being
' the public money. Is it wonderful that our
He
had
appointed
General
Marolto,
Commanderthe morning were repeated with increased
solation, however, in knowing that you have thus given in due proportions among the in-Chief of his armies.
now an opportunity of redeeming your whole pack, from “ the sturdy mastiff that
heartiness ami renewed vigor. She appeared Treasury is empty—that our Government is
THE CORONATION OF HER MAJESTY
pledge, and the friends of retrenchment and howls at the door of the Treasury,” down “ to
as steady in her bearing, not wiihstandiug | forced to issue its notes for millions—that it
VICTORIA THE FIRS T.
the
most
starveling
turnspit
that
barks
on
the
reform indulge the hope that you will do it.
The long expected morning, when a pageant the fatigues of the day, as when she set out in ■ is harassed and troubled to meet its pe1 hope you, sir, will not think this an “ in farthest verge of our frontier.”
wasjo be witnessed, which none of the present the morning, and recognised, by her graceful
quisitorial” measure. It is* indeed, true that
But it will be observed that, so far, I have generation will perhaps ever see again, was ush- acknowledgments, the cheers and grutula- ! cuniary engagements,—when expenditures
i are made with so lavish a hand —new offices
when the representatives of the People, dur statedthe amount of the Executive patronage ! ered in under the most imposing appearances, tions of her subjects.
ing the last session of Congress, attempted to of the press only. In December 1835, the ' The sky as early as 5 o'clock, presented a gloomy i The night presented a scene of imliscriba- created, salaries increased, extra allowances
look into the departments of the Govern Globe obtained the printing for the House of appearance ana occasional showers seemed but I ble lustre from the illuminations throughout Ii paid, &c. &c. ? Is it strange,
.
that as a na
ment, Gen. Jackson openly resisted it, and Representatives, and for the two years ending the herald of more determined and c«.onlinuons all the principal squares and streets ot the )
tion
we
are
bankrupt
?
rain,
—
Notwithstanding
these
unfavorable
apc ^’......
said such a measure was “ worse than the on the 30th September, 1837, its editors or rain.
;
metropolis,
the
inhabitants
vieing
with
each
' r ■
We cannot conceive how any man can
James Paik, even at that early
Spanish inquisition.” More, sir ; he, in ef publishers were paid, on that account, $105,- Pearances>
contained vast numbers of individuals, al- I other in doing honor to this interesting occa
fect gave orders that it should not be tolerat 914 531! It thus appears that, for the last six '!j hour,
traded to witness the imposing spectacle of the sion. There was also a brilliant display ol rise from the perusal of this speech, without
ed. Mr. Speaker, did not your cheek then years, the Globe newspaper has received from I coronation procession. Before half past seven fire works in Hyde park.
feeling satisfied, that the affairs of our Namantle with honest indignation ? and if you the Government, as the published documents o’clock the weather cleared up, the sun broke
iibnal Government have been entrusted to inhad held a seat here, instead of the chair you prove, nearly $220,000. What it has received out, and the previous rain only added to the ef
Congressional Changes and Elections —
occupy, would you not have again exclaimed, indirectly, and from office holders and expect fect of the proceedings by laying the dust, and The Congressional terms of the following 8* n- ' competent or unfaithful hands—that the best
“ Is the transatlantic doctrine, that ‘ the King ants, no one can tell. I will not designate giving additional verdure to the foliage of the ators will expire on the 4th of March, 1839 interests of the people are overlooked by the
can do no Wrong,’ to be introduced here ?” each of the innumerable host of editors and trees.
Reuel Williams, of Maine ; Benjamin Swift. t
At six o'clock the 20th Regiment of Foot and of Vt. ; Daniel Webster, of Massachuseiis ; party in power, who are influenced, inure by
Or were you constrained to admit that, under printers on whom this patronage has been
the
5th
Dragoons
entered
the
Park
and
took
up
the boasted system of reform, “ the public showered. Many of them have received
Asher Robbins, of Rhode Island ; »S'. L. South a regard for their own than the public good.
functionaries of the Government” are now small sums ; others, again, do not quite equal their station in front of the palace, together with ard, ofNew Jersey ; Samuel McKean, of Penn Every man who is thus convinced has a duty
“ wrapped up in the robes of office,” and the Globe editors; but 1 will name a few who the 3d Life Guards. The E. division of police sylvania ; Richard H. Bayard, of Delaware ; to perform,—not to express bis convictions
was also in attendance.—Along and with the
“ held irresponsible to the People or the Peo seem to be among the preferred, and then ! railings
of the park and also up the side of Con --------- Merick, of Mary land ; John M. Niles, merely, not to publicly avow his dissatisfac
ple’s representatives ?”
leave it for their readers to say whether their stitution hill, seats and standing places were erec of Connecticut ;--------- Trotter, of Mississip
Mr. B. said he hoped he had, by this time, papers can be supposed to be under the whole ted, some ol them so frail that it was somewhat pi ; Felix Grundy, of Tennessee ; Thomas tion only, but to go to the Polls, and there by
furnished some evidence to the House, and some regimen of Treasury diet.
strange they should have been tenanted by Morris, of Ohio ; John Tipton, of Indiana; his ballot aid in removing the unfaithful ser
to the gentleman from New Hampshire, (Mr.
I find that Hill & Barton, of New Hamp people possessing any share of prudence.
We Thomas Hart Benton, of Missouri ;N. P. Tall vants, and in placing in their stead men more
Cushman.) in particular, that the exercise of shire, have received, in about six years, be saw more than one of them give way, but we be madge, ofNew York ; and Win. C. Rives, of
deserving their confidence and support.
this printing patronage by Mr. Adams’s Ad tween $7,000 and $8,000. During the same lieve without injury to any individual.—Twelve Virginia. Total, 15.
ministration» was not only questioned, but time, Shadrach Penn, jr. of Kentucky, has pieces of artillery were ranged opposite St James’
In the following States, Representatives
openly condemned. The friends of General been paid about $10,000, nearly the half of Palace within the railings, and the nineteen tents are to be elected : Missouri elects two, on the
The way the People’s money goes '—A
erected
between
them
gave
a
gay
aspect
to
that
Jackson, so far from pretending that it was im which has been paid within the last two years.
first Monday in August; Illinois three, on the Report, prepared by the Clerk of the U. S.
portion of the Park.
practicable to correct the abuse of this power, During the same time, the firms of True &
Soon after nine o’clock the procession began same day ; Vermont five, on the first Tuesday
pledged themselves to the country, that they Green, Chas. G. Green and Beals & Green, of to form in the mall, and when all the carriages of >» September ; Maine eightt, on the second House of Representatives, showing the appro
could and would, when in a majority, pro Boston, have been paid $27,204 76! In the the foreign ministers and ambassadors were in Monday ot lhesame month ; Georgia nine, on ) priations made, &c. &c. during the first and
vide a remedy. He would submit it to the course oftwo years, Medary & Manypenney line, they presented a magnificent spectacle. A- the first Monday in October; Arkansas one, on ' second sessions of the twenty-fifth Congress,
People to say, whether this had been done. were paid $2,958 66 ; Paine & Clark $2,837 mongst them all, however, that of Marshal Soult the same day ; South Carolina nine, on the gives two millions one hundred and nine thousWas it not notorious that the extent of this 53;Mittlin& Parry of Philadelphia, $1,822 was pre-eminently attractive. It was al once secoml Monday in October ; New Jersey six, an^ ¿0nars as the aggregate of the appropriaprinting patronage had been greatly enlarg 26; Medary, Reynolds & Medary 1,584; and rich, chaste, and beautiful. Without being in the on the second 1 uesday m October; Ohio .
,
.
„
«
ed under the present dominant party ? Is not Samuel Medary & Brothers, all of Ohio, $2,- slightest degree gorgeous, it was
, the
a most, mag
-  nineteen, on the same day i New York ! "°"s nt ll,e ex,ra se6sl0"> for lhe support; of
the number of newspapers in which the laws 002. All these payments were made by the nificent coach we ever witnessed.
filst
NrSnlTU^m«nt/nd «» .u^on of Indian
are printed very considerably increased ? Is Post Quiee Department; and, in addition to
Massachusetts twelve, on lhe second Monday hostilities for 1837.
!—
The ------------appropriations
not the ordinary printing patronage of the this profiting patronage, some of these parties that its occupant was the celebrated Marshal in November ; and Delaware one, on the sec
he was loudly cheered by the people, to
| during the second session, amounted to
several departments far greater now than for enjoyed advantageous contracts in the same Iii Soult,
whom he repeatedly acknowledged the compli- ond Tuesday in lhe same month. Total, 1 15. !
merly ? And, as to the public printing for Department, for the supply of “ }paper and I ment.
". The arrangements before the palace ap
JS/'ote.—The names in italics are those of thirty-eight millions four hundred sixty four
re ofblanks.
/'.dlla nb-c. ! peared to be under the orders of Sir Hussey Vi Whig members.
Congress, it had so swollen, under the prom twine,” connected with their printing
dollars and eighty-seven cents, ‘an expenditure
ised retrenchment, that we were almost in These contracts for “ blanks, paper, and vian, Sir George Quentin, Sir C. Daibiac, and
three times as large as that of the most ex
duced to believe that the term was used in twine,” when examined, as they were by the Col. Woodford.
Another Sub-Treasurer in Limbo.— We have travagant year of Mr. Adams’s administra
irony by those from whom the People ex committees of investigation, disclosed the
About a quarter before ten o’clock the royal
pected economy. I now propose, Mr. Speak practice of most reprehensible partiality in the standard was hoisted over the marble arch, and heretofore stated that James Anderson, the tion !’ These are facts from official docu
er, to show what seductive influences this Postmaster General for certain political favor it was in good taste that this was done by sailors. person suspected of altering a check sent from ments. The expenditures of the National
At five minutes before ten the carriages of the New Lisbon to Cleaveland (Ohio) last sum
patronage over the press carries with it; and, ites. I have not examined to see if the other
Government, before the commencement of
for this purpose, I must again invoke the aid Departments did not simultaneously bestow a foreign ministers proceeded to their places, form mer, and who had been arrested at Canton,
in line up Constitution hill, and followed by made his escape thence, had lately surrender Gen. Jackson’s administration, averaged aof the Jackson reformers, using their own partoftheir printing patronage on these same ing
the carriages of the royal family. The Duke of
arguments, and the very language in which individuals. This further fact, however, dis Sussex on being recognised, was much cheered. ed himself to the officers of justice in St. Lou bout 11 millions annually—now, they exceed
is, Missouri. We now learn from the New
they admonished the country of the base closed by the printing accounts of these De
38 millions ! And this, too, while the con
At ten o’clock precisely, the guns announced
uses which would be made of this power. partments, that, for some time past, they have the movement of the procession, the national an Lisbon Palladium, that Anderson has been trol of our public affairs is in the hands ofthe
I hope gentlemen will remember the remarks thrown large portions of their patronage into them pealed forth upon the air, and in a few min brought back to Canton, and that on the 31st
made on this subject, and which I have al the hands of Langtree & O’Sullivan, of this utes her Majesty emerged in her state carriage inst. he “ turned States evidence,” and made party who came into power with so many
ready given to the House, from the speech of city, who are publishing a periodical journal, from beneath the rnarblu arch, amidst the enthu certain disclosures, in virtue of which the late promises of “ retrenchment and reform.”
Mr. Hamilton, the chairman of the Committee the “ Democratic Reviewwhich professed to siastic greetings of the assembled multitudes. Postmaster at Canton, Van Rensallaer, was
The National Treasury is insolvent and
on Reform.
I reserved for the present be a literary work, but, at the same time, de As each member of the royal family was recog immediately arrested, examined before the
Twenty' millions of Treasury notes have been
Mayor
ot
the
town,
held
to
bail
in
the
sum
of
nised,
cheers
were
heard
on
all
sides,
but
on
the
branch of the argumenta peculiarly striking votes its columns to the cause and defence of
and descriptive passage in the speech of Mr. the Administration, with a zeal equalled only appearance of her Majesty, they were as continu 12,000 dollars, and in default of procuring it issued by the administration which came into»
Houston, before alluded to. He undertakes by the Globe, and, in at least one of its articles ous as they were enthusiastic. Her Majesty look was committed to prison to await his trial at power with loud promises that the Currency
ed uncommonly well, and appeared to be in high
to describe an honest, independent editor, of recently published, shows as little regard for spirits, and repeatedly acknowledged the greet the nexl court.
We remark, by way of improvement of the of the country should be improved ;—but in
good principles, and deserved influence, and justice and truth, I think, as that paper does.* ings she received by bowing to the people.
subject, that there would no doubt be a large stead of the gold and silver which was to be so
then adds, that such an editor as this
The Executive patronage of the press was
The procession formed in St. James’ Park at number of trust worthy men. among the j plentiful
plentiful in
in every
every quarter
quarter and
and line
line every
every
“ May not be disposed to bow or bend his one of the great chapters of reform into which 9 o’clock, precisely. The route was up Consti “ twelve thousand sub-treasurers,” to the safe!
*’s purse, the land is flooded with twenty
I
man
principles for the sake of supporting a particular the famous retrenchment report of this House tution hill, along Picadilly, St. James-street, keeping of whom Mr. Van Buren wishes to
Administration or individual. It may be neces was divided. It is there stated as an alarming Pall-mall, Cockspur-street, Charing-cross, White
millions of paper money, issued hy the Gov
sary to certain plans and-Interests, that such a fact, that the amount paid for printing and ad hall, Parliament-street, to the west door of bestow the twenty millions of our national rev ernment—hy the advocates of a specie curren
enue.
But
how
many
more
of
them
thus
man as this should be gagged or prostrated. In vertising “ by the Executive Departments at Westminster Abbey. The return of the proces
that case, a very politic course would be to start the seat of Government for the [then] three sion was by the same route, and in the same or tempted with opportunity, might not let go cy ! !
a new paper some few months before new pat last years, (1825,1826 and 1827,) and by the der. The direction of the procession was under their integrity, in the moment of temptation
These are facts. Can any man consistenti/o»/il
8
. . _ _ _
even uo
as “ the iGiL
late iPostmaster
at i>nniuii
Canton” la
is MISsus- •
the orders of the Master of the Horse. The e- vvuij
ronage is to be conferred ; to use every exertion
Baltimore Patriot, j ♦ suPI,orla PartY
uphold and defend anto obtain tor it a sufficient number of subscri General Post Office, in two years, was $71.- quipages of the various resident, and extraordin pected of having done
bers ; to take measures that, at all hazards, the 830 51.” In the same report we are also told ary Ambassadors excited universal admiration.
_______
| administration whose measures are so despaper be sustained ; then to get for the editor that the printing for Congress, the Senate and They were splendid in the extreme, indeed, so
French Spoliations.—Amongst the other ' tnictive to the prosperity and happiness of the
some true and trusty fellow—a fellow that will House included, from March, 1819, to Decem magnificent were the majority of them that they
‘ go the whole ;’ who is troubled with no princi ber, 1827, being a period of eight years, a- appeared quite to eclipse the splendor of most oth doings of the Legislature we observe with country ?
ples on any subject, but who will support a cer mounted to $271,883 37.
These were er carriages in the procession, with the exception pleasure the passage of a Joint Resolution
tain interest ‘ through thick and thin
who will thought to be extravagant expenditures, and of the state coach. The people in the streets “ instructing our Senatorsand requesting our
Virginia Legislature.—The political
pursue no course of his own, but will ever he retrenchment demanded and promised.
were in the best possible temper ; and nothing Representatives, to use their efforts for the
ready to take his cae from a certain quarter. Af
could exceed the peace and good order that reign equitable adjustment of the claims of our citi-! preferences of the memberselect of both
I beg the House to indulge me a few mo ed among them all. A universal smile of pleas
ter getting him some one or two hundred sub
Tqaa
oe .Spol,a!io?s by France P' ior lo Houses of the Legislature of Virginia have
scribers, and using every expedient to make ments in holding up to their view, and especial ure and satisfaction had diffused itself on the fa 1800.”— Portsmouth. Jour.
. ....... ;_____
been ascertained, «and parties stand thus :—him some character, he must then, have the ly to the gentleman from New York, (Mr ces of all; and the weather from being occasion
printing of the laws, as a token of the confidence Cambreleng,) who was an active member of ally cloudy, was much more favorable for the oc
Whigs. Conservatives. Locos.
We observe that his honor Judge Hayes
of the Government, and then all will be ready that committee, a mirror, in which the practi casion than a finer day would have been, as it attended the Loco-Foco Caucus at Alfred on
Senate,
10
4
18
for action. Sir, I will not say that such a press cal reform may be seen. If the gentleman, or was consequently less oppressive to those who
House,
73
23
38
the
4th,
and
made
a
speech
upon
the
sins
of
is to be established and paid for out of the con the party, shall find the object a hideous one, I had no shelter. At half past eleven another roy
tingent fund ; I am not warranted in such an as can only.say .the picture reflected , is the work al salute announced her Majesty’s entrance into the U. S. Bank, and the errors of the old Fed
83
27
56
sertion ; but I say that such a new beginner must of their own hands.
the Abbey, and at that point ended the interest, eralists. No man of the party knows more of
On joint ballot, the locos and conservatives
have patronage, although it be in direct opposi
for a time at least, of those out of the Abbey, both,—a Bank-man,—President of a Bank,—
For the six years ending on the 30th Sep while it commenced for those within.
and as sturdy an old fashioned federalist as the would just tie the whigs ; but the whigs and
tion to the interest and wishes of the People.”
tember, 1837, the several Executive Depart
We find in one of the papers the following con County of York ever produced l—ib.
Thus spoke Mr. Houston in 1827. Let us ments, inclusive of the General Post Office,
conservatives together have a majority of 54
now pause fora moment, Mr. Speaker, and paid out $340,116 37 for their printing. In densed account of the proceedings after the pro
aver the locos.—A U. S'. Senator is to b®
cession had reached the Abbey : —
Money Coming—We understand the Treas
inquire whether those who know so well the order to get three years, so as to compare it
urer
ofthis
State
will
disburse
about
$200,000
c‘iosen b-v the nexl Legislature, and it is more
In
an
hour
after
leaving
Buckingham
Palace,
use and abuse of this power, have not proved :
her Majesty arrived at the west entrance of the in about two weeks to the several towns and ,ban Probable that B. W, Leigh (whig) witt
them»elves skilful adept® in its practical ap-i
'Martyrdom of Dilley.
Abbey, and was received by the great officers of counties.—Bangor Whig.
i fee elected.
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I and past
we are
at forbids.
Our liberties
are _____
invaded"',
ConVENTED BY L. OFFEN GOELICKÊ»
the atrocious inroads which they have made stitution and laws have been violated and set
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
upon our republican institutions, and upon at naught by the Chief. Magistrate of our Re[Translated from the German ]
the prosperity and happiness of our beloved public, the Exeeuiive arm lor lhe last nine
To the People of York County
The MATCHLESS SANATIVE, invented
country. They are so wild, so oppressive years has broken down the power of our LegHonesty is the best policy. I ruth is great anfj enormou9, as> without the
painful
.i
r..i testi.. ( klators
. i.......s
||lfc
f)f jjjg veto I by the immortal Louis Offen Goelicke, M. D.
¡of Germany, Europe, is astonishing the world
and will prevail. Some two thousand yeais tuony of oui*senses, to exceed belief.
I power
.
‘
hi
preventing
any
het
of Congress with its mighty victories over inany fearful
ago, there was a grave discussion, which was i
......
.
„
.
j but it is the observation of an elegant and from becoming a law unless it exactly coinci I diseases, which have been pronounced incurthe strongest and most powerful, the King, profounij historian, that there is an ultimate ded with his views—and also by seizinwith
Wine or Women. The arguments weie for- pohu
as of
....... the
i- Public Revenue in defiance able by physicians of every age, being the inosi
point ofdepression,
ofdepression, as
as well
well as
of exaltation, this —
own .arm
VALUABLE MEDICINE, and the most unaccible in favor of the strength and power of j fr0|n
w|(i(,h h(nnan affail.s natumHy
z
"j
return
in
of
the
Constitution
and laws, which has enii- i countable in its operations of any ever prepared
onnh nnri ilia nnoLtinn
Ift 11 nd
each,
and the question tone
was left
undecided,
a
contrary
progress,
and
beyond
which
they
bled
him
to
appoint
Sentinels
at
every
square
by human hands ; a medicine, obtained equally
while all the advocates agreed that the truth never pass either in their advancement or de-! mile in the Union and has increased his pow- from
the animal, mineral and vegetable
Was more powerful than all the others.
,
’ D aÀ THREE FOLD
clinei” Last year our political affairs had ar-! er four fold above any President ofthe United K,SGD°MS> lhus possessing
Having full faith in this, we have never rived at the extreme point ofdepression. The Slates. And now Fellow citizens what have POWER—.a......
medicine of more value to mankind
had any doubt but that the time would come
people of this country became aroused, we left ? Are you content to surrender this1 than the united treasures of our Globe ; and for
when the people of this country would see Thousands who had taken no interest in pol- j power into the hands of one man ? Whigs ; which we have abundant cause to bless the be
and acknowledge the error they committed
neficent hand of a kind Providence ; a medicine
itics, were compelled to inquire, what do these ■ of Maine, the victory you Won last September in electing Gen. Jackson to the Presidency. things mean ? Why is this free nation, upon ! has been responded to, by almost every state ! which begins to be valued by phySiciaN^, who
have heretofore opposed it, who are daily wit
He was elected upon false principles.
He
which Providence has showered its choicest • in the Union and has been glad tidings to all nessing its astonishing cures of many they had
had not those high qualifications, natural and j and richest blessings, thus brought down ‘
loveis
of
good
government,
and
now
their
resigned to the grasp of the insatiable gravé ; a
acquired, which rendered him competent to from a slate of high and palmy prosperity; to
precious and powerful medicine, which has thor
direct the political interests of this great na a state ofthe deepest depression and suffer eyes and hopes are on yon, and remember the oughly filled the great vacuum in the Materia
Whigs of the whole Union expect the Whigs
tion. He was passionate, and without much
Medica ; and thereby proved itself to be the con
The House ot Representatives consists of knowledge either from reading, observation ing ? They found, or believed they found, of Maine to do their duty*
Come then to the Polls in September, let queror of physicians.
50 members, who are chosen for two years, or experience. He never discovered more the cause in the wild and pefhicidusf riieas(U* Dose of the SANATIVE, for adults, one
ures of lhe administration. Not only the
The next House will contain 32 whigs, 16 real wisdom than when he said, when first people but the government itself had been not one femhin behind; and speak through drop ; for children a half drop ; and for infante
the
Ballot-boxes
in
such
a
voice
rts
shall
make
a quarter drop.
The directions explain thé
named as a candidate for the Presidency, deceived and misled by a corrupt and venal
loco focos and 2 doubtful.
“ That he could command an army of sol press. In no other way can we account for the despot tremble, and give Martin fully to method of taking these portions, and contain à
understand
that
you
intend
to
lake
his
advice,
history
of
thé
inedicinô
and its distinguished iri-!
Mr. Palmer vs. “ Many/’^-TIis communi diers in a rough way, but he was not such a
the rashness and extreme folly of Mr. Van Bu and intend to take care of yourselves and ventof.1
cation in our last number over the signature of fool as to think himself qualified for the of ren in pressing his odious sub-Treasury sys place such men al the helm of the ship of
Price, three and oné third ri& dollatiS (2 50/
“ Many,” seems to have nettled our collector fice of President of the United States.” The tem upon the consideration of Congress. He Stale as will steer by chart and compass, and per half ounce.
policy of protecting American industry and must have been deceived as to the public
Testimony’ No. 1. ,
care for the people and the whole people.
most egregiously and he is out in the office preserving a sound and uniform currency,
A letter from H. P. Sherwood, Esq., of New
KENNEBUNK-PORT.
holder’s organ of Wednesday, over his own was in successful operation when Gen. Jack- sentiment in regard to this measure, or he
York.
would not thus have persisted in it. Unless
[The above is, as it professes to be, from
He came into power just indeed he had made up his «u'md that he had
signature, against D. W. Lord, Esq. of Ken- son was elected.
nebunk-port, to whom he attributes the au in season to reap the fruits of the labors and passed the Rubicon, and that it was easier to the pen of an Old-School Republican, of KenNew York, Oct. 9, 1837.
wisdom of the former administration. Mr.
thorship. It happens, however, that Mr. L. Adams and Mr. Clay, with their associates, go forward than to go back, that he had gone nebunk-port, who has been a voter for forty
Dr S. Rowland—Sir, About the middle of Ju
never saw the communication in question un had sowed the seed of our national prosperity. so far in corruption and oppression that the years, and who has always zealously support ly last, I accidentally noticed in a newspaper the
only course left to him was to seize upon the
of the Matchless Sanative, fot
til after the publication of the paper on Satur Gen. Jackson and his co-adjutors had the public treasure and buy the people with their ed the political principles which he embrac advertisement
which I perceived you were agent, and wlnchf
good
fortune,
without
any
merit
on
their
part,
ed
in
early
life.
And
yet
this
man
is
Sailed
d
day. There was one error, which escaped
own money. But there is a patriotism in lhe
professes to be a sovereign remedy for consump
of reaping the fruits, of “ reaping where they
our notice, in the article : Mr. P. is there allu had not sowed, and of gathering where they breasts of the people of this country which “ federalist,” by John G. Perkins and others tion.
As my wife was then' fast wasting aiVaÿ with'
ded to as the agent of the Pier
he resigned had not strawed.” They were not content money cannot extirpate. They look upon of the same stamp, who were distinguished a this dreadful disease and as our family physi
this free, fertile, and goodly land, the price few years since for their ultra federalism.]
with
this,
but
made
war
upon
the
very
policy
cian was daily and anxiously endeavoring tores¿
this office about two years since, and Mr.
of the toil and blood of their fathers, and the
tore her to health without success, I stepped oHerrick, Inspector, &c. &c. now has the a- which contributed to give them a credit and rich inheritance of their children, and they
HYMENEAL.
ver to his house and asked him if he had any ob
standing with the people, which they did not
gency. Our correspondent was undoubtedly in truth merit. They were told if they de swear to transmit it unimpaired to future gen
jections to her taking this new medïcihe. Hé
MARRIED—In Portsmouth. Capt. Robert replied, that he was perfectly willing Mrs.
unaware of this fact. It is not a very import ranged the currency they would bring dis erations. The revolution commenced in
Maine, whereitshould commence,and rolled Henderson, Jr. to Miss Sarah Ann Marsh,youngant one. The business is still managed and ease upon the body politic, and suffering and on and rolled on till it reached our southern esl daughter of the late Matthew S. Marsh, Esq Sherwood should take that or any othçr medi
cine she might choose, but he thought it could
the money disbursed through the Custom distress ftpon the people. Bui they heeded and western borders, and gave us Whig Gov Mr. Wm. Barbour, to Miss Sarah Paine uf Kit do her no good, as her lungs, were rapidly
not the admonitions. They must be exclu
tery.
consuming and no human means could save
House. Mr. P. makes the most of this error, sive in every thing. They must not only ernors in eighteen states out of twenty six.
In this tovvn, by Rev Mr. Wells, Mr. Clem her.’
Still ás a droivning person ^vill batch
but does not undertake to deny the remain have all the offices and all the money to them 1 It has already had its influence upon our rep ent Littlefield,jr of Wells, to Miss Mary, at
a straw and the Ssinalivé being rebòminendéd
resentatives in Congress, and in defiance of
ing statements or answer the enquiries of selves, but they set up for a kind of exclusive the bribes direct and indirect, and the prom daughter of Mr. Barak Kimball.
by three physicians who had used it ift theif
practice she concluded to give it a trial. I sent
“ Many.” His communication is a mere eb political wisdom.
ises and threatenings held upto their view,
OBITUARY
and purchased a vial, which she' commenced
It w;as in vain to point them to the lessons
the Sub-Treasury Bill,—a “ Bill to make this
ullition of spleen and venom.
taking three li rues a day, giving a free indul
of experience, or the demonstrations ol rea
DIED.—In Biddeford, Mrs. Mary, wife of Mr. gence to her appetite according to the directions.
We know not that any whig is solicitous son, or the complaints and remonstrances of Government a Monarchy and Mr. Van Bu
ren a King, and the People Slaves,”—has Joseph Bolter, aged 39 years,
By pursuing this course, she suffered consid
to “ prevent the completion of the public the people, whose servants they were. They been defeated, gloriously defeated ; and the
In Limerick, George Washington, aged 7 erably FOR THE FIRST EIGHT OS TEN DAYS, but'
had
taken
the
notion
that
the
people
were
years
and
8
months,
and
Dorcas
Smith,
aged
8
works” in this place ;—but every honest man
was shortly able to eat and drink freely, without
United Stales of America are still a free and
only beasts of burden, and were so bridled
years and 6 mouths, children of Mr. Jonathan the least inconvenience.
ought to feel an anxiety to know whether the and harnessed that they could ride and whip independent Republic.
Smith.
Within four weeks from her first using the
It is inquired by the Argus what Gov.
Government money,—for this is the People's and spur them at pleasure. They had al
In South Berwick, Mrs. Esther M, wife oi El medicine, her feeble and wasted form began tef
Kent has done ? He has done more than all
put on new strength and she has been gaining^
money,—is faithfully appropriated. Very ma ready endured so much, that those who were the other Governors that Maine ever had to der Z. Jordan, aged 44 years
In Eiiot, Samuel, oldest son of Mr. Washington from day to day until the present moment, to
ny think that the cost has been exceedingly in power had come to the conclusion that bring this nation to action upon the subject Remick, aged 5 years.
the utter astonishment of our family, physician
there was no extreme point of depression
great for the labor and materials employed. ami suffering beyond which they would not of our North Eastern Boundary. He has ob
In Sanfoid. Mr. Andrew zMlen, aged 73 years. and friends. She is now enjoying a comfortable
(though not perfect) state of health, is able to be
They want an investigation. If this could be endure. They had corrupted the press. tained the unanimous declaration of both
Houses of Congress that our title is good, and
about house and to attend church.
SHIP Nt;WS.
had and should result as creditably to Mr. They had conspired, by this corrupt press, that it it shall be maintained. This is w hat
Mrs» Sherwood and myself air« both fully of
K JENNEBUNkTÂUGUST 4, 1838
Palmer and others, as that into the conduct of to ruin the fair and well-earned fame of the he has done. And yet the same men who
the opinion, and so are all who know her réI purest and best patriots in the country by a
markable case, that she owes her life to thè
were lories in the last war, and rejoiced to
Mr. G.OVKB, the keeper of Boon h.and Light I
AltKIVED.
Sanative alone ;• and as there are probably ma
House,—concerning which Mr. Palmer and They had corrupted our representatives in see the British in possession of Castine, un
July 30—Sloop Robert, Portland ;
ny
consumptive people ih the United States, who
dervalue and depreciate all these patriotic
Aug. 1—sloop Brilliant, Soule, do. ;
Mr. Herrick know something,—did to him, Congress, and stifled discussion and investi and praiseworthy efforts of Gov. Kent, and
have not heard of this mediciné, measures oughf
2—sells. Jane-Bourne, Perkins, Boston;
speedily to be adopted to have it mófe generally
it would be to their credit and the shame and gation. Instead of economy and retrench endeavor to throw obstacles in his way, and
Nile, Ward, do. ;
known.
ment, they had greatly and unnecessarily in
act exactly as the tories did then, and as 1
disgrace of those who caused it to be institut
Moro, Mitchell, do.
A number of persons in this neighborhood, Î
creased the expenses of the government. In have been told they acted in the time of the
SAILED.
understand, are taking it for other serious com
ed. But if it should be found, that there has stead of preserving the balance of power be
July
27
—
Sch.
Jane-Bourne,
Perkins,
Boston
,
Revolution. Who are the whigs then and
plaints with very great benefit.
been some mismanagement in the business, tween the different branches of the govern
30— schs. Moro, Mitchell, do.;
who are the tories ? Who are the friends of
1 think of going to the South with rnÿ family/
Nile, Ward, do,;
it would be better to get the agency into oth ment, they had endeavored to cripple if not the people, and who are their enemies ?
sometime this fall, and in casé I do, 1 will pro
to annihilate the legislative and judicial de Who perform their promisesand tell you the
31
—
sloop
Robert,
Portland
;
claim
the virtues of the Sanative in that quar
er hands,—for we suppose it is not indispen
August2—sloop Brilliant, Soule, do.
partments, and to confer all power upon the
ter ; for though some of the physicians here are
sable to the “ completion of the public works President. In fine, while we have the forms truth, and who deceive and mislead with
M KMOR A M> A .
actively opposed to it, I do sincerely believe it
false pretences, and court your confidence in
Ar. at Saco,27th ult. schs. Mercator, Smith, saved my wife from an opening grave.
commenced here,” that the money should of a Republic, they have made the must un order to betray your liberties ?
Boston ; Charles, Hill, do ; 25th, schs. Lucy and
If you think this letter will serve the publié
pass through the hands of individuals con remitting efforts to give us a Despotism in
REPUBLICAN.
Margaret, Morrill, Portland ; Dwarf, Chase, Den good you are at liberty to publish it.
fact. They have brought ruin upon thous
nected with our Custom House.—We are
is ; Rose in Bloom, Crowell, New York ; 27th,
Respectfully, &e.
ands of our fellow citizens of ail classes, and
sch. Hudson, Clark, Boston ; slpr Joseph, Tar
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
D. F. SHERWOOD.
sorry so much ill temper has been already do not propose, but refuse to propose any
box, do. ; 28ih, schs. Hickory, Young, uloucesTestimony No. 2.
displayed in relation to the pier discussion,— measure of relief. We can well say, in the
It is indeed amazing that such moral and der ; Echo, Jordan, Boston; 29th, sch. Victory,
[From the Brunswick Advertiser.]
for it is just begun. It is best to keep cool! language of Senator Tallmadge,, heretofore, a religious men as Gov. Dunlap and Josiah Harden, Dennis
Sid 23d, sip. Harriet, Hale,
“ One person in our village, who was Consid
about it, however. Thefacts, the facts only are strong personal and political friend of Mr. Pierce, Esq. of Gorham, can be brought by Newburyport ; 27th & 28th. schs. Henry, Clark ; ered by his physician to be in a Consumption,
Van Buren :
any parly discipline or machinery to support Phselon, Pike ; Adno, Murch ; Agricola, Gor has taken the Sanative and is hoW well. Awanted—and these will be had sooner or la
“ God deliver me from such democracy ! sucli a Loco foeo Fanny Wright candidate tor don ; May-flower, Emery; Packet, Hartley; notber person, subject to epilectic fits, has been
ter. The day is passing away when Govern A democracy which concentrates all power Congress as Albert Smith. It the venerated Charles, Hill ; and Mercator, Smith—all for Bos greatly benefitted by a short course of this
ton.
Medicine There can be no question but Ibis'
ment officers can say, in reply to enquiries in the hands of one man—a democracy shades of their departed fathers could speak
Ar. at Boston, 25th ult. ship York, Larrabee, Medicine has performed wonderful cures in d
into their official conduct, “ you are not per- ! which subjects the opinions and actions of to them, they would say, “ Is this following Liverpool, 12th June ; 2d inst. brig George, host of cases, and that it is worthy of general at
tention.”
mitted to know, sir.” ’The People think of. I>?»y follo,wors to l,is YUI! “'"J lo,,llis wil' our example ? Is this being guided by those Wise, Cadiz, 22d June.
r , i alone—a democracy which makes the great principles of morality and patriotism which
At St. Johns, 12lh ult. brig Overtnann, New
Testimony No. 3.
, ,.
trying to govern themselves for a season and and paramount interests of the country sub it was our care to instil into your youthful York, 5.
A certificate from three members of the Medical4
Ar. at Marseilles, 11th June, Ganza, Patterson
of putting the reins of government into the servient to the low and grovelling pursuits of minds ? My sons, lean not to earth, a bro
Profession, in Germany, in Europe.
Mobile.
hands of men who will think themselves res party—a democracy which permits no action ken reed, ’twill pierce you to the heart.”
Ar. at Cowes, 27th June, Vernon, Murphy,
ponsible to the people,—who will demean on any question, however urgent the necessi
New Orleans for Antwerp.
We the undersigned, practitioners of medi
ty may’ be, without orders horn head quar
For
the
G
azette
&
P
alladium
.
Ar.
al Elsineur, 17th June, Lima, Nason, Ha cine in Germany, are well aware, that by our.
themselves as the servants and not as the mas ters—a democracy that appeals to the pas
vana.
course we may forfeit the friendship of some of
ters of those who invested them with power. sions and prejudices oi the people, instead of
Sid. from Havre, 15th June, Laurens, Merrill, the faculty, but not of its benevolent members/
Noticing an extract in your paper from the
enlightening their judgments, and relying up
New
Orleans
;
Enmund
Perkins,
Perkins,
Bos

who are uninfluenced by selfish
motives.
Put that and that together.—Maj. Brant, it on their reason and their patriotism—a de Saco Democrat in regard to tlie character of ton ; Horace Taylor, Cadiz.
Though we shall refrain from an expression of
the Whig Convention of the llih inst. 1 am
At Hamburg, 29lh June, Bohemia, Lord, from our opinion, either of the soundness or unsoundis said, lately had an order on the mint at mocracy which attempts to set up one class constrained io say a few words in reply. And
ness of Dr. Goelicke’s new doctrine, we are
Philadelphia, from the government, for $30, of the community against the other, as if first, “ no Republicans were there,” none were Cuba, ar, 17lh.
At Havana, 12th, Lion, Gillpatrick, for Cai happy to say that we deem his Sanative too val
their interests were not reciprocal and identi
000 in Gold,which is to be taken to Missouri. cal—a democracy which denies to every man there that have any affinity with the common mi to, 5.
uable not to be generally known ; for what our
An election takes place in Missouri next Mon the right to think and act for himself on mass of the people. Now, sir, I was there
eyes behold and our ears hear, we must believe.
for one, and many of my friends and ac
We hereby state, that when Dr. UoGis Offers'
day ! It is not difficult “ to draw an infer those great questions in which the vital inter
Select School.
quaintances—yes sir, and 1 profess to be a
Goelicke first came before the German public, aej
ests of the country are so deeply involved—a
HE second term of the Select School in the pretended discoverer of a new doctrine and
ence” from these facts.
Republican and have been so culled this for
democracy which attempts, by party drill and
Wells village, under the care ot Miss C. a new medicine, we held him in the highest con-'
Deception!—The Argus and other tory party discipline, to subvert the very spirit of ty years. I used all my abilities and influ P. Bragdon and Miss H. E. March, will com tempt, believing him and openly pronouncing
ence,
to
bring
T.
Jeflerson,
Madison,
Mon

papers in this State are publishing a speech, the constitution, to substitute Executive for roe and Adams into the Presidential chair, mence on Tuesday next, the 7th of August. him to be a base impostor and the prince of
—purporting to have been delivered in the Legislative power, to subject the will of the and now sir, I am stigmatized as no Repub Tuition, S3 00 per term. Pupils under twelve quacks. But on hearing so much’ said about thar
Representative to the will of the Executive,
years of age will be admitted for $2 00 per Sanative, against it and for it, we were induced1
U. S. House of Representatives, by Mr. Dun to compel to act contrary to his own opin lican. True, 1 am no Jackson or Loco foeo
term. Extra charge for French aud Latin from motives of curiosity merely to make trial
Republican,
for
being
well
acquainted
with
of its reputed virtues upon a number of our most
Let it be ions, against his own judgment, in violation of
can of Ohio, in reply to Mr. Bond.
$1 00.
the
history
of
the
man,
and
feeling
confident
hopeless patients ; and we deem it our boUnden’
remembered that no such speech was delivered his own conscience, and in open defiance of there was not a drop of Republican blood in
Wells, August 2,1838.
duty (even at the expense of our self-interest)"
. in the House. Thousands of these spurious the expressed will and wishes of his constitu him, 1 opposed hirn with all rny powers, and
publicly to acknowledge its mighty efficacy ire
ents—a democracy which extends its influ
FiJVE SAIZT.
curing not only consumption, but other fearful
speeches are also being circulated through- ence from the seat of the General Govern shall continue to do the same to his successor,
BAGS Blown Salt for sale by the maladies which we have heretofore believed in
out the State in pamphlet form.
ment to the respective States : which swal until he walks in the “ footsteps of his illustri
curable. Our contempt for the discoverer ofthir
s u bsc ri I ie rs
ous
predecessor.
”
It
was
enough
to
warm
lows up the reserved rights of the Slates in
medicine was at once swallowed up in our utter
WILLIAM LORD, & CO.
The Loco focos in Vermont do not venture the consolidation of the central power—a de the lieart of every true patriot and lover of
astonishment of these unexpected results ; and as
August 2, 1838.
to hold a State Convention this year. Wm. C. mocracy, in short, which establishes in the good government to see what kind of men
an amend for our abuse of him, we do frankly
the
Whig
Convention
at
Alfred
on
the
11th
confess to the world that we believe him a phi
Bradley, who has before frequently served his heart of the country the most perfect despot was composed of. They were the indepen
Carriage Manufactory.
lanthropist who does honor to the profession,
country as a candidate for Governor, has a- ism under the delusive forms of free institu dent yeomanry, the mechanicks, the active
and to our country which gave him birth.
tions.
business
men
of
the
County.
No
office
hold

The recent adoption of this medicine into most
gain been put in nomination by the party.
“ Yes, Mr. President, such is the democra
ers, no greedy expectants, none but such
of our European Hospitals is a sufficient guaran
cy of this federal administration—an admin
ty that it performs all it promises. It needed not
{£/a’Halfa square was destroyed by fire in istration that has adopted the ultra federal as compose the very life blood of the Repub
our testimony, for wherever it is used, it is ittf
Harrisburg, Pa. last week. The loss, estima ism of“ the reign of terror,” and now charg lic. And now sir, who are the leaders of that
own best witness.
Exclusive self-styled Democratic party. As !
ted at $20,000, falls upon persons of mode es upon its former friends the sins of its own far as my observation extends I find them to
Herman EImuller, M. D.
commission. Sir, the people of the United |
Walter Van Gault, M. IX
rate property.
be
plants
from
the
genuine
Tory
hot-beds,
Adol?hus Werner, M.D?
States cannot be deceived by these vain and
President Van Buren and the Secretaries hollow pretences. Democracy, like monar mingling in, and hanging about, the ranks of
Germahy, December 10, 1836.
C.
W.
KIMBALL
the
old
federal
party
who
despised
the
traitor,
of War and the Navy visited Norfolk on the chy, will be known by its fruits. The bitter
Q^OLIVER BOURN Agefit for Keflv
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken
while they could acquiesce in the treason.
23d ult. and were received with military hon fruits of this Administration have already ri
nebunk and Kennebunk-port.
nebunk
and
vicinity,
that
he
has
ta

We
can,
many
of
us,
in
our
town,
remem

The above medicine is for sale by most of the
ors. They were to proceed to Richmond pened sufficiently to indicate the tree on ber the old Tory roots from which these very
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
which they grew—and the people have long
on the 25th, on their way to the Springs.
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly Post Masters in■ America.
‘----- .’.« r
since tasted enough to enable them, like our same democratic plants sprung.
JEREMIAH BRADBURY,
But sir, the trouble with the Locos is not be occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it
During Gov. Kent’s late visit to Eastport, first parents, to distinguish between good and
up in good order for the above named busi
COUNSELLOR AND ATTORNEY AT LAW
in respecUJC vuuivoi
vviiivu is now
MOW
— r—
evil. air,
Sir, the
contest which
waging, cause the Wrhig Convention wanted...........
in the prosecution of his official duties, a na evii.
is to determine the future character of our j lability,—nay, verily, the reverse is the fact. ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG
KENNEBUNK.
tional salute was fired in token of respect to Government. Upon its result depends the > There was too much intelligence and respecta- GONS, of any style, built tb order and war
July 17, 1838.
—also—
him by the Light Infantry Company.
Gov. question of the independence of the legisla- | bility there to suit th^ir taste. I saw some office ranted.
Chaise
Repairing
&
Painting,
K. made a brief address to the company, at live branch, and also that of the supremacy j and Ex-office holders there and indeed they
WEJIOVAL/.
done at short notice and on the most reasona
the conclusion of which another national sa of the popular over the Executive will. As ! looked as if they had very recently’ risen Irotn
T>
JOHNSON
has removed his stock of
—also—
these shall be determined, so will the charac-, the dead. They are well aware that a spirit is ble terms.
11- Drugs, and Medicines, &c. to the
lute was fired by the Aitillery Company.
ter of our Government be. This contest will . abroad in the land which will soon defeat the SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to building opposite the York County House, ift
the old fashioned Family Sleigh, constantly
Kennebunk.—A correspondent of the Port form a new epoch in our annals, and the fu- j whole tribe of Loco Foeo destructives,
cheap as can be Alfred, where he will continue to keep con
land Mirror, in a communication respecting tore historian, with the “ luminous philoso- j Fellow Citizens of Maine, 1 am no writer and on hand, and wiM be sold asVarious
kinds of stantly on hand, and for sale on good terms,
Gibbon,” will date .................
from this r
period
never-----------before have I taken a pen to .write a. purchased in litis State.
the Delawares, says the Indian signification of phy
,,..j of
---------.......................
_.„„ ------¡good assortment of articles in his line.
the word ‘ Kennebunk,1 is, u Where he thanked , the rise or fall of our Republican Institu- line for the public press, and at my advanced LUMBER taken in part payment.
! Alfred, July 30, 1838»March 28, 1838.
.
lions.”
time of life would gladly retire from tbe poht-

Louisiana ïlécîion.— Tai risult,
Governor.-—Roman (whig) is elected
Governor by a majority of 697 votes^
Congressmen.—In the 1st district, White
(whig,) is re-elected by a majority of 1200, al
though he was opposed by another whig can
didate, in addition to the regular nominee of
the Loco focos. In the 2d district, now repre
sented by Ripley; (V. B.) Chinn (whig) is
chosen with a majority of 378. This district
gave a V. B. majority of 729 in 1836. Whig
gain 1107. In the 3d district, Garland (whig)
is re-elected without opposition.
The State Senate consists of 17 members,
chosen for four years, one half going out eve
ry second year. Eight were chosen at the
late election. The next Senate will be thus
politically divided :—10 whigs, 6 loco-focos
and 1 doubtful.
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THE PLAIER ON THE HEART.
BY HORATIO HALE.

“ Neither are there any heartes so utterlie evil
and depraved, that a cunning seeker will not find
therein many goode and lovelie affections ; even
as a master from a poor and broken instrument,
doth draw forthe much sweete music.”—Sir

Thomas Brown.
I cannot wake the breathing flute,
The lyre and harp are dumb to me ",
I cannot touch the lover’s lute,
Nor rouse its speaking melody.
Mute, mute for me the lofty roll
That fair Cecilia taught to swell ",
But there’s a sympathy of soul,
And I can wake it passing well.
The merest child in Orphean art
Can better strike the Doric quill ;
Yet can 1 play upon tho heart,
And touch its chords with magic skill.
A truant boy bis task forsook,
And loitered in the vale adown ;
I found him idle by the brook,
And warned him of his father’s frown.
Oh, clouded was his laughing eye—
He.sat him down and wept the while ;
I bent to cheer the sobbing boy,
And whispered of his mother’s smile :
And lo ! the sudden clouds depart,
And lightly bounds he from the rill;
For I can play upon the heart,
And touch its chords with magic skill.

A soldier slept, in stillness hushed —
I broke his dreams, and whispered“ Fame I”
Forth to the battle-field he rushed,
To write in blood a deathless name.
An infant on its mother’s breast,
He sought to slay in fury wild ;
The madman’s arm a word repressed—
A single name his own dear child I
It woke his spirit’s gentler part,
And Mercy spake^—the storm was still;
For I can play upon the heart,
And touch its chords with magic skill.
A dying man, with failing breath.
Abode his hour. I entered in.
And held before the eye of death
The long account of crime and sin.
Wild grew the eye in dark despair,
And paler waxed that pallid cheek ;
I taught him then with fervent prayer,
A Saviour’s pardoning love to seek.
O, welcome now the deadly dart—
The Christian soul it could not kill;
So I can play upon the heart,
And touch its chords with magic skill.

I wooed a maiden in her bower,
And lowly knelt, and proffered gold ;
“ Oh, wealth may purchase pomp and power—
A faithful heart can ne’er be sold.”
I knell me at her feet again,
And pleaded love and only love ;
The heart that scorned a gilded chain,
Affection’s lightest breath could move.
Ua w the pitying tear-drop sfarl—
I felt her bosom’s panting thrill ;
Oh, I can play upon the heart,
And touch its chords with magic skill.

PROBATE NOTICES.
Jtt a Court of Probate held al Saco, within
and for the County of York, on the hrst
Monday in June, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and thirty tight, by the Hon.
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
NATHAN D. APPLETON, administrator
with the Will annexed, of the estate of
David Day, late of Sanford, in said county,
deceased, having presented his first account
of administration of the estate of said de
ceased, and also his private claim against said
estate, for allowance :
ORDERED—That the said administrator
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Kenne
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in
said County, that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court to be held at Kennebunk, in said
county, on the first Monday of August next,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
A true copy,—Attest,
John Skeele, Register.
July 14.
»dlt a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
day in July, in the year of our Lord eight
een hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hon.
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
TW/g ARTHA TRAFTON, administratrix of
jTJLthe estate of Josiah Trafton, late ol Shap
leigh, in said county, deceased, having pre
sented her first account of administration of
the estate of said deceased for allowance: and
also her petition for an allowance out of said
estate :
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy ot this order to be published three
Weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
beheld at Alfred, in said county, on the
first Monday of September next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
any they have, why the same should not be
allowed.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
A true copy—Attest,
John Skeele, Register.
July 14.

a Court of Probate holden at Limerick, within
and for the County of York, on the first
Monday of July, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the
Hon. ¡I'M, d. H^YCS, Judge of said Court :
ON the petition oi'Martha A. Hubbard, ad
ministratrix of the estate of Calvin R.
Hubbard, late of Sanford, in said county, de
ceased, representing that the personal estate
of said deceased is not sufficient to pay th®
just debts which he owed at the time of his
death by the sum of two thousand dollars, and
praying for a license to sell and convey so
much of the real estate of said deceased as
may be necessary for the payment of said
debts and incidental chargea-:ORDERED—-That the petitioner give
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
and to all persons interested in said estate, by
causing a copy of this order to be published
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes
sively, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be holden at Kennebunk, in said coun
ty, on the first Monday in August next, at ten of
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said peti
tion should not be granted.
Attest, John Skeeie, Register.
A true copy,—Attest,
John Skeele, Register.
July 14.

CHARLES HOLMAN,

a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within i
and for the County of York, on the first i
Nos. 9
10, Penhallow-street,
Monday in July, in the year of our Lord i
Portsmouth, (N. H.)
eighteen hundred
and
thirty-eight,
by
the
T
’i'T ’ 7 •; TJAS prepared and constantly on hand
Hon. WM. A.
/ HAYES,
— '■
~
■■
Judge
of said
and lor sale, wholesale and retail, the
Court :
following Medicines :—
ENRY PAUL, surviving executor of
the Will of Jeremiah Paid, late of NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE,
nviiiiic-l preThis
Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled
York, in said County, deceased,
having

of ^*or ^ie frdowjng complaints, viz:—Dyspepsented his third account of adminiIsirinion
......
Isia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billions
the estate of said deceased, for allowance:
ORDER ED—That the said executor give ' Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness,
notice to all persons interested, by causing a Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans
copy of this order to be published three, ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga- ■j the side, stomach and breast, colds and
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, coughs of long standing, hoarseness, short
that they may appear at a Probate Court to ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which
be
I held 7t Kennelm'nl",' in said■ county^ on ffle is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues
■
surpass any thing heretofore known in re
first Monday of August next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any moving Si. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have
they have, why the same should not be al been known to cure this afflicting disease, af
ter having baffled every exertion for four
lowed.
years. It has a most powerful influence in
Attest,—John Skeele, Register.
removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant
A true copy—Attest,
to take and in its operation so much so, that
John Skeele, Register.
it may be administered to the infant with
July 14.
safety.
Steamer Portsmouth
Directions for receiving this or any other
of the following named medicines accom
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates
of the efficacy of this medicine have been re
ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a
talented and highly esteemed Minister of the
Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church :
also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H.
—Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes
CAPTAIN SETH M. TRIPE, senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth,
HAVING been coppered, fitted with a and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
mast and sail, and put in the most place ; which gentlemen it is well known
complete order, will commence her regular here are as credible, respectable and compe
trips for this Season, on Tuesday 15th inst. tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
leaving Win. Sheafe’s wharf, Portsmouth, nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
morning, at 7 o’clock, and arriving at Bos Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East
ton about 1 o’clock, in season for the Provi Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re
dence Railroad Cars ; and, returning, will spectable persons.
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
leave Foster’s wharf, Boston,every Tuesday,
This Ointment stands at the head of all
Thursday and Saturday morning at 7 o’clock,
and arrive at Portsmouth about 1 o’clock, and remedies for the following diseases which
human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism,
in season for the Portland stage.
Lines of Stages from Dover, South Ber both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains,
wick and Great Falls, have also been estab- bruises and contracted tendons of long stand
ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff'
fished to meet the boat at Portsmouth.
Fare between Portsmouth and Boston, SI 50 joints limber by producing a healthy muscu
Dover and Boston,
SI 75 lar action.
S. Berwick and Boston, SI 75
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses.
ct
Great Falls and Boston, $2 00 Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed
Careful Agents and convenient Stores have Breasts in females if applied in its early stage,
also been provided at each end of the line. „prevents suppuration or matter forming, and
The agents will be in attendance during all gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
the business hours, and goods delivered to Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
them will be forwarded at the customary rate cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub
of freight, and without any charge for stor lic with the full assurance that it far excels
the opodeldocs and liniments of the present
age.
From about the middle of June to the day, for the above diseases.— A trial is only
middle of August, the Portsmouth will ply wanted to give it the decided preference to
between Boston and Nahant every Tuesday, every thing else. Many physicians of em
inence have used this ointment and extol its
Thursday, and Saturday afternoon.
Ships towed in or out of harbor, and water merits.
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car
parties attended to every afternoon, if re
quested. Apply to GEORGE DENNETT, riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of his
Agent, Portsmouth—WM. S. TULLOCK, daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies
and envelopes each vial.
Agent, Boston.
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this
May 18.
preparation accompany each box. Thisoint~~TWAMBL¥~& SMITH,
ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It
OPPOSITE the Stage House, Maine contains no mercurial or other deleterious in
Street, Saco, have just received a new gredients, so common in many of the popular
stock of GOODS, consisting of Watches, ointments in use.
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in
Jewelry, Looking Glasses, Hard and Hollow
Ware, Brittania Ware, Cutlery, Joiners’ all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied
Tools, and Fancy Goods, which, with their externally. Directions accompany and envel
former stock, are offered lor sale at fair prices. ope each viai.
Fine Slippery Elm,for Poultices.—There
N. B. A splendid stock of Silver Spoons
never was an article introduced into the
constantly on hand.
Watches, Time Pieces, Music Boxes, Ac “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles,
cordions, &c. repaired, cleansed and war cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers,
ranted. They also repair Guns, House inflamed anti swelled breasts, and inflamma
tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
Pumps, Locksand Keys, &c.
ordinary way as you would any other poul
May 8,1838.
3tn.
tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
case may require. There is another kind
JVOTfCJfrl.
FjpHE subscriber having contracted with which is called superfine for internal use. All
A the town of Kennebunk, to support may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol
the poor of said town for one year, hereby man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump
of said town on his account or on account of tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels,
the town, as he will pay no bill for their throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external
application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes,
support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This
Kennebunk, May 1, 1838.
ly
medicine is recommended by the first medi
cal gentlemen in our country for the above
NEW GOODS.
complaints. Directions to each package.
IL GOULD has just received an adDr. Holman’s Cough Syrup.—This cough
• ditional supply of GOODS, which, Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos
having been purchased low for cash, he will ening a bard dry cough, and for those who
sell as cheap as can be bought elsewhere.— are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
Among them are the following :—
uable for children, in cases of whooping
2000 yds. Brown Sheetings and Shirtings : cough, chin cough, &c.
Directions.—For grown persons, take from
Brown Drillings; Striped Shirting ; Bed
Ticking ; Blue Drilling ; Fancy Twilled two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re
Stormant ; Bleached Shirting ; English and quire. Children from one to two teaspoons
American Prints ; Coloured Cambrics ; Flag ful I.
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal
Silk Handkerchiefs; Silk Gloves; Silk,
Twist and Thread ; Paddings ; Black Syn- culated to correct the bile and create an ap
shaw ; Ribbons; English Ginghams; Kid petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and
Gloves; Cassimeres ; Thin Duck ; Factory may be freely used both as a .restorative and
Warp ; Vesiings; Ladies Common and to prevent disease. Directions with the vial.
Holman’s Drops for Fits.—A. great number
French Ki<l Slippers ; Corded Skirts ; Green
Barrage ; Fancy Raw Silk and Sewing Silk of children afflicted with fits, arising from va
Handkerchiefs ; Rouen Cassirnere ; Checked rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
Cambric ; Black Alepine ; Choppas ; Gen of falling sickness, have been radically cured
tlemen’s Lisle thread Gloves ; Kid do.; Ed by a proper use of this medicine. Directions
inboro’ Shawls ; Raw Silk do. ; Straw Car accompany each vial.
Holman’s Essence of Cayenne.—This truly
peting ; Paper Hangings; Macassar Oil ;
Bear’s Oil; Court Plaster ; Sponge ; Sta valuable and pleasant preparation possesses
tionery ; Travelling and Work Baskets ; Cot every possible advantage over that in its
crude state.
ton Cards, &c. &c. &c.
Dr. Hobnail’s Cough Powder.—This cough
—also—
powder is a most valuable remedy for com
A good assortment of Groceries.
mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
—also—
long standing. It has been long tested and is
Paints and Oil.
recommended to the public as one of the
Kennebunk-port, July 7, 1838.
most valuable medicines now in use.
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
Scythes, Scythe Soeaths,
"tKAY FORKS, Rakes, Manure Forks, lasses on going to bed.
Dr. Holman’s Jaundice Powders.—This
JOL &c.—a prime assortment of the above
powder is one of the best Jauntlice prepara
articles for sale by
tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
S. H. GOULD.
It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and
Kenn ebunk-port, July 7,1838.
produces a healthy state of the bile.
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom
Pure Old Cider Vinegar,
panied with great debility, was recently cured
T7JOR sale by
in this place, in the course of three days, by
*
PORTER HALL.
the powder. Directions with the box.
Kennebunk, July 13, 1838.
Also a very general assortment of medicin
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
| hand at wholesale and retail, at as nccotnrnolO’V the subscriber 2 or 3 ions gnod dried '! dating prices on commission or other ar
XI Apples.
CHARLES WARD.
rangement, as at any other large establish
Kehnebunk-poft, June 26, 1838.
ment in the Union.
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val
uable medicine,
White Beans.
gjA ,iLFSHELS White BEANS, for FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE
sale by
or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary, a specif
WM. LORD & Co.
ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old
June 27, 1833.
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, "indi
Jîl
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gestion and Bilious disorders, CosrivenesB and
Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous erup
tions. It is also for sale by most of the agents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines.
The following named persons are agents
for the above named medicines. In New
Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam
prey River ; Uri Lam per, Hampion ; Up
ham & Berry, Rochester Plains; James
Fogg, Ossipee ; Wm. Gault, Concord ; Wm.
North & Co., Great Falls, Somersworth;
John H. Wheeler, Asa A. Tufts, Dover ;
Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter ; John R. Red
ing, Haverhill ; Elder Guy Beckly, Keene.
In Massachusetts, by H. Haselton, Haver
hill ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington street,
Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhili,
Wm. Brown, Washington st. and Geo. M.
Mead, Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr.
Benjamin Plummer, Bangor ; Artemas Car
ter and Runnells & Don ham, Portland ;
Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ; William
Spring, Calais ; Capt. James Albee, St. Ste
vens ; Sam’l Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast ;
Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick ; Samuel
Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt. Wm. Gooch,
Wells; D. REMICH, Kennebunk ; Oliver
Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel Gerrish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; John
Skeele, Sanford Corner ; Shelden Hobbs,
North Berwick; Enoch Goodale, Saco;
Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman,
Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse
Taylor, Norridgevvalk : Hanscomb & Quim
by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton.
Q^’All directions signed in the hand wri
ting of the proprietor.
Sept. 19,1836.

N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
certain state of the mind accompanied
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
medical writers supposed this disease to be
confined to those particular regions of the ab
domen, technically called hypochondria,
which are situated on the right or left side of
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
chondriasis.
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
bowels, acrid eructations, cosliveness, spas
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing
the attention upon any subject of importance
or engaging in anything that demands vigor
or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
total derangement of the nervous system.—
The mental feelings and peculiar train of
ideas that haunt the imagination and over
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
versity. The wisest and best of men are as
open to this affliction as the weakest.
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
treatment are to remove indigestion and
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
fully regulated by the occasional use of a
mild aperient.
We know nothing belter
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm.
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
tain in their operation. The bowels being
once cleansed his inestimable Camomile
DR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S
BIT Pills, (’which are tonic, anodyne and anti
TERS, OF SOUTH READING,
spasmodic) are an infallible remedy, and
MASS.
rip HE most safe and effectual family medi- without dispute have proved a great blessing
cine for diseases which it proposes to to the numerous public.
Some physicians have recommended a
cure, that lias ever been discovered. The
different roots and rare plants composing free use of mercury but it should not be re
this medicine have been collected and pre sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag
pared with great care by Dr. S. O. Richard gravate the symptoms.
son, son and successor of Dr. N. Richardson. rspHE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be denied that whilst many medicines
The distinguished character of these Billers, Jl
is most striking, their operation being more which are recommended to the public, have
or less powerful, according to the violence of not even the negative merit of harmlessness,
the disease. When used in appropriate quan there are others which it would be great in
tity, in cases of slight derangements of the justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
stomach and bowels, caused by cosliveness volve, untried, in a common condemnation.
or a slight bilious complaint, and the like, And when a medicine comes endorsed with
all the
where nature needs assistance to prevent more j.........
- Bgreat
----- names
..... — that -,yhave
— adorned the
serious consequences, they will scarcely be annals of the medical profession, and war
felt ; on the contrary, in obstinate cases they ranted l)y the seal and signature of long and
operate more powerful, causing two or three uniform success, its proprietor makes no un
evacuations daily, until the circulating fluid reasonable demand upon the public confibecomes purified. This accomplished, they ' dence, when he claims for it a superior con
act on the system in connection with our sideration.
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
food, receiving mutual assistance until the
constitution is restored to a state of health. Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled to this
......................
This medicine is of such a nature that
it may enviable distinction, lor w hilst no medical miof i thority in existence condemns it, every medibe taken any length of time, by
Qinvalids
’
any age, without injuring the system or ex.! cal practitioner that is acquainted with it,
"preclude the j freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues;
posing it to lake cold. They
r"‘
"
■ •
and that the latter should do so in opposition
necessity in most cases, of'■ using pills,
which
the public are advised to take in large quan to their personal interests, must be attributed
tities by some practitioners, which serve on either to their candor and love of truth, or to
ly to debilitate the patient and doom him to their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob
be pill-swallower to the end of his days. In servation, and the testimony of thousands.
all those prevalent diseases called Dyspep- e Dr. WM. EVANS does not ,pretend that
sia, Liver complaint, Dizziness or Headach,!
Camomile Tome Pills will cure all diswandering or settled pains, sinking, faintness, eases. He frankly and conscientiously udNervous debility, Cosliveness, Piles, and all [ m’ls
’*iey
»ot. He lays no claim to
general derangements of health causing an ' li|e discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,”
unhealthy slate of the stomach and bowels j an<^ w'sI,es nobody to believe that he sells
(“which have been justly styled the store-1
“ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
house of diseases,”) these bitters have proved [ ‘Foes believe, and he can prove, that in dehila certain and speedy remedy.
Dr. R. will! »y an‘l impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
be glad to refer any invalids who may call I diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the diupon him (he having had permission to do i gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
so,) to persons pronounced incurable by their j whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
physicians, who have visited him from vari-1 dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
ous parts of the United States, among whom purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
it may not be improper to state are many i Pecia!ly) in the sicknesses incidentI w
‘ moi ti
females
of‘ relaxed nerves ; in ev
distinguished persons from the British Prov- ers,
""" and
“ J to r
...... '
inces, who have been cured by using his cel ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
ebrated medicine. This medicine may be which is brought on by intemperance ; in
t____up
f.............
had in packages at 50 cents, or put
in a li the wretched horrors of mind and body which
of whom [ ac(!.‘"e fro«« occasional inebriety ; loss of apquid form at 75 cents. Be
T ’ careful
.........
you purchase, as a great number of base un i petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
principled pedlars are going about the coun head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
try deceiving persons by selling them rank uncomely complexions, caused by the bail
counterfeit Richardson’s Bitters, mostly put state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
up in phials. The genuine are sold whole others mentioned in the .bills of directions
sale and retail at my office, No. 15, Hanover given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY,
Street, Boston.
Also by
that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
Bryant & Warren, and Samuel Jordan, terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John H. Spear, FAMILY PILLS, '(the best known) which
and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; Samuel
A. uoug-1
Doug are s°lfl
....... /s.
them, will effect immediate relass, York ; John A. Berry, Saco ; Jeremiah I! l‘e^ ’ nn‘l H used but for a fair period of trial,
Lord, North Berwick ; Benj. F. Cliadbourne, I a pei’fect cure.. This much is placed beyond
Allied
Alfred ; Thomas
J horn as S. Bowles, Buxton ; Jona- i1 a doubt by daily testimonies which would
than Rumery, Hollis ; Chase Taylor, Water- be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W
borough ; Mark Noble, Great Fahs" (Somers EVANS can conscientiously request confi
worth) N. H.
dence.
Feb. 24, 1838.
Other and more conclusive demonstrations
ep6m.
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
I^ROM 2 to 300 cords good merchantable submitted by the following important and ex
JL
Maple and Hard Pine Wood, for which traordinary cures effected by their highly
a fair price will be given by
medicinal qualities—all of which may be
seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office," No.
CHARLES WARD.
Kennebunk-port, June 26, 1838.
7, Division street. One or two of these he
herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
Journeyman Wanted.
ting public.
ANTED, by the subscriber, a first rate
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Bepleased to receive the
workman at the Boot and Shoe Ma thanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sev
eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
king Business ;—one that will fie punctual
to his engagements,—one that will look out the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
well for himself and his employer.—Such ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi
an one will meet with good encouragement. tation of the heart , exercise would almost overcome '
her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her
RALPH CURTIS.
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
Kennebunk, July 7, 1838.
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Regular Packet
BETWEEN

KENNEBUNK & BOSTON.
¿A)

rg^HE new and substantial, fast
-A
sailing schooner, Jane
Bou>’ne» J°skua Perkins master,
will run as a regular packet be

out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy
life comfortably’ again.
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years I
have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
ed to my room ; my complaints w ere rheumatism, pains,
in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
continual pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used differ
ent kinds of medicine w ithout effect, until 1 commenced
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills j,
their beneficial effects.upon me astonish all who knew
my situation. Ina few days 1 shall be at your office
to express my gratitude to you in person.
In the
mean time I subscribe myselfyour obedient servant
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
Dr. Wm. Evans.

tween
KENNEBUNK & BOSTON
throughout the season,
EVERY WEEK,
wind and weather permitting.
He therefore need only add that his
For freight or passage, having good accom
modations, apply to the Captain on board, or CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
Oliver Bourne at Kennebunk-port.
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
June 23, 1838.
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square,
New York, and of his authorised agents in
DOST.
town and country.
"WKJTHOEVER found a Green Silk Parasol,
J. H. JONES, corner of Middle and Union !
V ¥ with a fringe border, and broken slick
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine,
—a piece gone,—on the Alfred road on the where persons may apply for sub-Agencies.
4tb instant, and will return the same to the
Sole Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ;
subscriber, or leave it with the printer, shall James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N.
be rewarded for their honesty.
Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston ;
B. SMART.
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash
Kennebunk, July 7, 1838.
burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell;
Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
Violin String's.
town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
OR sale by
Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal, Wis
D. REMICH.
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
Kennebunk, July 28, 1838.
I February 18,1837. ■
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[ SPEECH OF MR.

Upon the resolution to <
Public Expenditure
I Government from the
the House of Represt
'[¿ONI
Consequences of a
■ Having thus show
how this patronage is
. |Itive, it will be appro)
friends of Gen. J act
consequence of such t
in their report; speak t
'upon which this patio
that seems irresistible,
loot Stop to afghe wli
undeniable fact, that,
¡the expenditures oi fl
Lie departments, a 6
all intents and purpose
ed, as much sons il
item in the appropriati
of purchasing the jot
tioii of one hundred
: promising vindication <
in the unsparing abuse
And in the debate al
Hamilton, one of the
■ of payment for the sei
[served : “ When the
I the paymaster for the
i infinitely augmented.
vices which the pres
’stances is expected to
the partial kindness <
Why, to cover all theii
ry power; to defend
rule and corruption ;
ipologies for every act
i the interest and honor
jeoparded by ignorai
hut, above all, to su
think ‘ the existing p
’ confidence of the peoj
iug calumny and abttsi
would appeal to the 1
try if we are not now
practical application
1 mentioned as a pot®;
not this description ol
the bands of the Gove
true of the present
press that it might be
they sat for the picture
rience shows that all v
Administration are “st
sparing calumny and a
Jackson reformers in t
of Virginia, observed in
Executive influence it
very great, and had bei
ale members in this
and wise men out ol
“it had been attemp
dark innuendoes,” a
biers had been paid d
[performing the task.”

Government Pressl Mr. Speaker, have x
sad reality of all this
but more particularly
undertook ‘ the impi
‘ and a display of its
hired columns of the (
been disgusted with th
ing calumny’ from day
members of Congress,
particular, who happei
existing powers were i
fidence of the People i
the attempt in the Gov
down the influence an
of Congress,’ and ‘ to c
scribblers, paid directly
forming the task?’ Di
stantly charge Mr. Ck
Southard, and other’Se
by and under the inflti
the United States whei
charge of their high
And when these foul
from the throat of the ‘
door of the Treasury, c
nek ‘ Tray. Blanche, <
dogs and all, even to
turnspit that barks on
our frontier,’ re-echo t
son reformer, Mr. Floy
ders on members of C
men elsewhere. Why
( cnee that and more.
The President and 1
from time to time call
Congress and others,
length have , got to slan
-body-akind ofwhole!
It a Congressional dist
ot its constitutional riel
will not1 bow and do
he is at once proclaim
torneyofthe bank, a
district are stigmatizec
Here, sir, I desire to
r? k theTPresident’s <
Globe. It was printed
met my eye. Ihav
P^purpose ofnot.cJ

lon;
moment
jandtl,is
haveha(
;SApnqt,eSiionwas
Slon ofannouncing ffip
Present Senators C
piXhh?h ,h-',Glob'
¡eased to consider a H
mghly distinguished m

detection ;it^
.. .1 do verily be)i
Smnst the
of.,

